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I Productivity Measures

Refereed papers submitted but not yet published: 3

Refereed papers published: 4

Unrefereed reports and articles: 2

Books or parts thereof submitted but not yet published: I

Books or parts thereof published: I

Patents filed but not yet granted: 0

Patents granted: 0

Invited presentations: 8

Contributed presentations: 4

Honors received: 4

Kolodner nas been appointed steering committee chair for the Cognitive Science Con-
ference to be held in Atlanta, GA in August 1994. She has also been acting as EduTech
Institute interim director and has been selected to be a member of the steering com-
mittee for the proposed Engineering Research Center.

Goel has been appointed a Vice-Chair of the third IL ernational Al in Design Conference
to be held in Zurich, Switzerland in August 1994.

Prizes or awards received (Nobel. Jap.an. Turing, etc.): 0

Promotions obtained: 0

Graduate students supported 2_ 25': ., fNll1 time: 2

Post-docs supported 2! 25% of full tw!-:..: I

Minorities supported: 2
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2 Detailed Summary of Technical Progress

We are studying and modeling creative design processes. Our goals are two-fold. One is to make
intelligent, computer-based design assistants more creative (e.g., able to suggest unusual but useful
solutions and to bring up important issues that might not have been considered otherwise). The
other is to build computational models that help us understand human creativity. This will have
implications for design education and suggest ways of enhancing the creativity of human designers.

2.1 Exploratory Study

To gain insights into the knowledge and reasoning involved in creative design. we perfo'rmed an
exploratory study of student mechanical engineers engaged in a seven-week undergraduate design
project. In this study. we observed a great deal of the design process, including -official- as w',U
as informal team meetings (e.g.. while choosing materials at a store). This has given us insights
into the processes underlying many creative design activities, particularly the following. Hom.
designers generate alternative views of a problem through situation assessment and reformulation.
How problem constraints and evaluation criteria gradually emerge or become refined as ideas are
proposed and critiqued. How designers serendipitously recognize solutions to pending problems.
often seeing new functions and purposes for common design pieces in the process.

2.2 Results of Study

Our study has found that creativity is not a process that gets turned on and off but arises our of a
confluence of processes (such as problem elaboration and understanding, remembering. adapt at ion.
evaluation and refinement of proposed solutions), each of which we all do everyday, and each of
which interacts with the other procp-,es in complex ways. Much of what we talk about as creativity
arises from interesting strategic oton rol of these processes and their integration. Thus. under our
view. one doesn't talk about a crar ive person or even a creative product, but rather a creative
procesa. Those of us with more intr..-ting strategic control of our reasoning processes, including the
ability to make connections betwee., things. tend to reason in ways that produce more interesting
results. (Our analysis of our observations is summarized in [Kolodner 1993a] and (Kolodner 1993b'.,

Our model of the creative design process is shown in Figure L. Creative designers often start
with an incomplete, contradictory, and underconstrained description of what needs to be designed
and transform it into something with more detail, more concrete specifications, and more clearly
defined and consistent constraints. At the same time, creative designers generate several design
alternatives, elaborating and adapting them. and often incorporating pieces of one into another.

It is the evaluation of these alternatives that is the core driving force behind these processes.
The designer continually updates the design specification as well as a pool of design ideas under
consideration. Each alternative generated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disadvantages
and to check that it satisfies the constraints in the current design specification. A key part of
evaluation is 'trying out" the alternative (e.g., through experimentation or mental simulation).
This generates a more detailed description of the alternative, including the consequences of its

operation and how environmental factors affect it.

Evaluation raises questions of legality or desirableness of features of a design alternative and it

detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The resolution of these questions.
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contradictions, and ambiguities serves to refine. augment, and reformulate the design specification.
On the generative side. the critique generated during evaluation provides the basis for comparison
of alternatives, often suggesting interesting adaptations or ways of merging them.

The three processes interact opportunistically. The generative phase, guided by critiques from
the evaluation phase. watches for opportunities to merge or adapt design ideas to create new
alternatives. The design specification. is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and flaws or
desirable features become apparent.

The continual elaboration and reformulation of the problem (i.e.. the design specification) derives
abstract connections between the current problem and similar problems in other domains. facili-
tating cross-contextual transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of what the solution (i.e..
the evolving design) looks like primes the designer to serendipitously recognize the solution if the
designer comes across it. In other words, redescription creates a -lens" with which to assess new
situations. enabling the designer to overcome functional fixation and see alternative functions and
uses for common design pieces.

2.3 Case-Ba~ed Computational Model

These processes rely heavily on previous design experiences and knowledge of designed artifacts. An
expert designer knows of many design experiences, accumulated from personally designing artifacts.
being given case studies of designs in school. and observing artifacts designed by others. Through
our observations and analyses we have found that reminding of these experiences is crucial to
generating design alternatives, reformulating and elaborating the problem specification or proposed
solutions. predicting the outcome of making certain design decisions, enabling visualization and
simulation of proposed designs. and communicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.

The experiences that are most valuahle are often highly contextualized pieces of knowledge about
these artifacts, such as how a device h.-haves in some context of use, circumstances in which it can
fail. and knowledge about situations ,hat might come up not only in use, but in all phases of its life
cycle. Given the nature of these exp,.r:#,nces, we are using case-based representations and reasoning
techniques (Kolodner 1993bk] to moud.,I he creative processes we have identified.

A particularly significant role that design cases play is in addressing the problem of focus: How
does the designer know which details to pay attention to? Which aspects of an old design can
suggest problem reformulations or can fill in missing details of the specification? During problem
reformulation, which constraints should be relaxed or strengthened? Which evaluative questions
and criteria should be raised to critique the proposed design options?

Design cases help address these issues by providing information about the consequences of past
situations and what details were important in previous designs. Intentionally interpreting the
current situation in terms of past experiences and reinterpreting previous solutions in the current
context help to reveal and make explicit underlying assumptions. This can often lead to a useful
problem reformulation or relaxation of constraints. (Details of how cases help address focus-related
issues can be found in [Kolodner 1993b].)

We are also exploring the important role design experiences play in the theory development and
conceptual change that occur in evolving a design specification. In our study, the student designers
came to a better understanding of what the constraints of the problem were by performing many
experiments with proposed design pieces and by recalling experiences they had had with devices for
solving similar problems. These led to theories to account for the outcome of the experiments and
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previous designs. Sometimes an experiment or recalled case did not fit within an existing theory:
explaining this anomalous data resulted in a conceptual change which led to a new way of viewing
the problem to be solved. In general. theory development helps to refine vague, abstract problem
constraints making them more concrete and operationalized.

Conceptual change involves a fundamental change in the underlying knowledge representations in
terms of which the reasoner thinks about the domain. It involves the construction of new concepts
and theories, and the modification and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel
situations [Ram 1993]. We are studying conceptual change not only in the context of specification
evolution, but also in the context of story comprehension (Moorman 1993]. Consider. for example.
reading a science fiction story. in which one must learn enough about an unusual world to accept it
as the background for the story, and then must understand the story itself. In general. all types of
reading - indeed, all types of comprehension - require us to learn about and modify our conceptions
and beliefs to some extent. We have found that many of the same creative processes are involved
in understanding unusual and novel situations as are involved in solving problems and designing in
these situations.

2.4 Integrated Case-Based and Model-Based Computational Models

We are also studying integrated computational models that combine the use of design cases with
the use of functional models for analyzing and modeling design processes. The functional models
may be design-specific or design-independent. Design-specific models specify how the structure of
a given designed artifact results in the achievement of its functions (e.g., how the functions of the
components in an electrical circuit get composed into the functions of the circuit as a whole). while
design-independent models represent how a causal process results in a specific behavior (e.g.. how
the process of heat flow results in a change in temperature). In our earlier work we showed that
functional models can provide answers to several issues in case-based design, e.g., they provide a
vocabulary for indexing designs cases in memory (model-based indexing), an array of repair plans
for adapting a past case to meet new dpsign specifications (model-based adaptation), and a method
for evaluating a candidate design (nmodel-based evaluation).

In our current work we are building on this theme to model the processes of creative design. A key
characteristic of creative design is the discovery of new design constraints in the process of evaluating
a candidate design. The discovered constraints lead to a reformulation of the design problem
because they introduce new design variables into the design problem space. Prabhbaka and Goel
[19921 have shown how design-specific and design-independent functional models together enable
the evaluation of a candidate design. the discovery of new design constraints, the reformulation of
the design problem, and the incorporation of the modified constraints into tie process of case-based
design generation.

Another key characteristic of creative design is the use of innovative strategies for adapting a past
design to meet the specifications of a new problem. Cross-domain analogical transfer of knowledge
is an example of an innovative adaptation strategy. Bhatta and Goel [1993a, 1993b] have shown
how design-specific and design-independent models together enable analogical transfer of design
knowledge from one engineering domain (e.g., electrical circuits) to another (e.g., heat exchangers).
They describe how design-specific functional models enable the learning of design-independent
physical processes (e.g., the process of heat flow) and engineering mechanisms (e.g., the cascading
mechanism) from specific design experiences in one domain, and how these abstract processes and
mechanisms can be used for solving design problems in a different domain.
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3 Publications, Presentations and Reports

Invited Talks:

Kolodner, J.L. A Case-Based Approach to Creativity in Problem Solving, Distinguished Lectutre
at Trinity College. Hartford, Connecticut, April 1993.

Abstract: In case-based reasoning, new problems are solved by remembering (retriev-
ing) previous problem situations similar to a new one and adapting retrieved solutions
to fit the new problem. Case-based reasoning is useful for design tasks. planning, diag.
nosis problems. and common-sense problem solving. It is an inference method people
use quite often in their day-to-day reasoning for both expert and common-sense tasks.
and it provides an alternate way of building expert systems.
If we take case-based reasoning seriously as a cognitive model of the problem solving
people do, then we can use it to begin to explain creative problem solving. A case-based
approach to creative problem solving starts with case-based processes at its core and
asks how those processes need to be augmented and/or extended and/or redefined so
that they can also be used to explain creative thought.
An informal analysis of several instances of creative problem solving has shown us that
a major activity creative problem solvers engage in is exploration and evaluation of
alternatives, often adapting and merging several possibilities to create a solution to a
new problem. I propose a process model of this activity and discuss the requirements
it puts on case representations and case-based and other reasoning methods. Some
examples from a prototype program will be shown.

Kolodner. J.L. A Case-Based View of Case-Based Reasoning, Invited talk, AAAI Case-Based Rea-
soning Workshop. Washington, D.C.. July. 1993.

Kolodner. J.L. Keynote Address: A Case-Based Approach to Creativity in Problem Solving. First
European Workshop on Case-Based R#'asoning, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, Nov. 1993.
J.L. Kolodner will also be presenting invited talks in Holland and Belgium during her trip to Europe
in Oct-Nov.. 1993.

Kolodner, J.L. Conceptual Foundations of Case-Based Reasoning, two invited talks at GMD and
University of Kaiserslautern, Germany. Oct-Nov., 1993.

Abstract: Case-based reasoning has matured in the past several years from a research
idea to an approach to building applications and on to providing an approach to ad-
dressing reseach problems that have been otherwise inaccessible. Doing a good job of
either of these tasks requires intimate knowledge of CBR's conceptual underpinnings.
Unfortunately, the CBE community has done a poor job of articulating these. In par-
ticular, there are major misconceptions about indexing and about the role of rules and
general knowledge in reasoning. I address those issues, beginning by illustrating the
results of these misconceptions, continuing by making clear the approach CBR puts
forth as a paradigm, ending by discussing indexing and knowledge issues in some detail.

[Ram 19931
Ram, A. Creative Conceptual Change, Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the
Cognitive Science Society, pp. 17-26, June 1993.
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Abstract: Creative conceptual change involves (a) the construction of new concepts
and of coherent belief systems. or theories, relating these concepts. and (b) the modi-
fication and extrapolation of existing concepts and theories in novel situations. I dis-
russ tbese and other types of conceptual change. and present computationai models
of constructive and extrapolative processes in creative conceptual change. The mod-
els have been implemented as computer programs in two very different task domains.
autonomous robotic navigation and fictional story understanding.

Publications:
[Kolodner 1993bk]

Kolodner. J.L. Case-Based Reasoning. Morgan-Kaufman Publishers, Inc., San Mateo, CA. 1993.

Knolodner 1493a]
Kolodner. J.L. and Wifls. L.M. Case-Based Creative Design. AAAI Spring Symposium on .41 and
Creatirity. Stanford. CA. March 1993. To be reprinted in an edited book based on the papers
presented at the Creativity Symposium and in a special Autumn edition of AISB Quarterly on Al
and Creativity. edited by Terry Dartnall. (This special edition will contain a select few papers that
provide an overview of the field and that give an indication of future directions.)

Abstract: Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative
activities. Since much creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways, we believe
that case-based reasoning can be used to explain many creative design processes.

[Kolodner 1993b]
Kolodner. J.L. and Wigs. L.M. Payine Attention to the Right Thing: Issues of Focus in Case-Based
Creative Design. AA.4I Cawe-Basf•,d a.soning Workshop. Washington, D.C., July 1993.

Abstract: Case-based reason, , can be used to explain many creative design processes.
since much creativity stems fr. ,: ,sing old solutions in novel ways. To understand the
role cases play, we conducted .,' exploratory study of a seven-week student creative
design project. This paper di-c ises the observations we made and the issues that
arise in understanding and modling creative design processes. We found particularly
interesting the role of imagery in reminding and in evaluating design options. This
included visualization, mental simulation, gesturing, and even sound effects. An impor-
tant class of issues we repeatedly encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus of
the designer. (For example, which problem constraints should be reformulated? Which
evaluative issues should be raised?) Cases help to address these focus issues.

[Kolodner 1993c]
Kolodner. J.L.. et al. Creativity is in the Mind of the Creator: Review of Boden's The Creatire
Mind, submitted to Behavioral and Brain Sciences, Princeton, NJ, 1993.

[Moorman 1993]
Moorman, K. and Ram, A. A Functional Theory of Creative Reading, submitted to Psycgrad
Journal. Oct. 1993.



Abstract: Reading is an area of human cognition which has been studied for decades
by psychologists, education researchers, and artificial intelligence researchers. Yet. there
still does not exist a theory which accurately describes the complete process. We believe
that these past attempts fell short due to an incomplete understanding of the overall
task of reading; namely, the complete set of mental tasks a reasoner must perform to
read and the mechanisms that carry out these tasks. We present a functional theory
of the reading process and argue that it represents a coverage of the task. The theory
combines experimental results from psychology, artificial intelligence. education. and
linguistics, along with the insights we have gained from our own research. This greater
understanding of the mental tasks necessary for reading will enable new natural lan-
guage understanding systems to be more flexible and more capable than earlier ones.
Furthermore. we argue that creativity is a necessary component of the reading process
and must be considered in any theory or system attempting to describe it. We present
a functional theory of creative reading and a novel knowledge organization scheme that
supports the creativity mechanisms. The reading theory is currently being implemented
in the ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Creativity) system. a computer system
which reads science fiction stor..s.

[Bhatta 1993a]
Bhatta. S. and Goel. A. Discovery of Physical Principles from Design Experiences. To appear in a
Special Issue on Machine Learning in Design of the International Journal Al in Engineering Design,
Analysis. and Manufacturing. 1993.

Abstract: One method for making analogies is to access and instantiate abstract
domain principles, and one met hod for acquiring knowledge of abstract principles is to
discover them from experience. We view generalization over experiences in the absence
of any prior knowledge of the, ,arget principle as the task of hypothesis formation. a
subtask of discovery. Also, we % iw the use of the hypothesized principles for analogical
design as the task of hypothes,- testing, another subtask of discovery. In this paper. we
focus on discovery of physical pri niciples by generalization over design experiences in the
domain of physical devices. Soit,, important issues in generalization from experiences
are what to generalize from an experience. how far to generalize, and what methods
to use. We represent a reasoner's comprehension of specific designs in the form of
structure-behavior-function (SBF) models. An SBF model provides a functional and
causal explanation of the working of a device. We represent domain principles as device-
independent behavior-function (BF) models. We show that (i) the function of a device
determines what to generalize from its SBF model, (ii) the SBF model itself stiggests
how far to generalize, and (iii) the typology of functions indicates what method to use.

[Bhatta 1993b]
Bhatta. S. and Goel. A. Learning Generic Mechanisms from Experiences for Analogical Reasoning.
In the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society. June 18-21.
1993. Boulder, CO.

Abstract: Humans appear to often solve problems in a new domain by transferring
their expertise from a more familiar domain. However, making such cross-domain analo-
gies is hard and often requires abstractions common to the source and target domains.
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Recent work in case-based design suggests that generic mechanisms are one type of
abstractions used by designers. However. one important yet unexplored issue is where
these generic mechanisms com-! from. We hypothesize that they are acquired incre-
mentally from problem-solving experiences in familiar domains by generalization over
patterns of regularity. Three important issues in generalization from experiences are
what to generalize from an experience, how far to generalize. and what methods to use.

In this paper. we show that menti.l models in a familiar domain provide the content.
and together with the problem-solving context in which learning occurs. also provide the
constraints for learning generic mechanisms from design experiences. In particular. we
show how the model-based learning method integrated with similarity- based learning
addresses the issues in generalization from experiences.

[Bhatta 1992]
Bhatta. S. A Model-Based Approach to Analogical Reasoning and Learning in Design. Technical
report GIT-CC-92/60, Ph.D. Proposal. Nov. 1992.

Abstract Analogy is often believed to play an important role in the reasoning un-
derlying innovation and creativity. The ability to make analogies between distant sit-
uations or domains (i.e.. cross-domain analogies) appears to be crucial for innovation
and creativity. However. making cross-domain analogies often involves learning shared
abstractions as well as reasoning mediated by the abstractions. We hypothesize that
structure-behavior.function (SBF) models at different levels of abstraction provide the
right knowledge to facilitate analogical reasoning, ranging from within-domain to cross-
domain analogies. We call such analogical reasoning model-based analogy.
A mental model is characterized by the types of information it captures such as causal.
functional (teleological), and structural relations between the entities in a system or a
situation. We represent devicf--,pecific models (i.e., models of specific designs) as SBF
models and device-independent models (i.e., models of physical principles, processes.
and generic mechanisms) as blhavior-function (BF) models.
An important issue concerning mental models is their origin. One method for acquiring
knowledge of these models is to "discover" them from 'rxperience. We hypothesize that
SBF models at a lower level of abstraction (e.g., device-specific models) provide both
the content and constraints for learning BF models at higher levels of abstraction (e.g..
device-independent models) by generalization.
We propose an integrated architecture for design by model-based analogy and for learn-
ing of shared abstract models. We are currently implementing the 4rchitecture in a
system called IDEAL (Integrated -DEsign by Analogy and Learning"). We plan to
evaluate it in the context of the design of physical devices, such as heat exchangers and
electric circuits.

[Prabhakar 1992]
Prabhakar, S. and Goel, A. Integrating Case-Based and Model-Based Reasoning for Creative De-
sign: Constraint Discovery, Model Revision, and Case Composition. In Proceedings of the Second
International Conference on Computational Models of Creative Design, Dec. 1992, Heron Island.
Australia.

Abstract: Creative Design can be defined as introducing new design variables into
the existing design problem space. Many devices fail to perform normally in a new
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operating environment. This is because the environment imposes new constraints on
the device which may not be addressed in the design knowledge. WVe present a model.
Performance-Driven Creativity (PDC). for creative design that introduces new variables
into design problem space by discovering and addressing new constraints on the design
knowledge. PDC is an extension of KRITIK [Goel. 89] which integrates model-based
reasoning and case-based reasoning to come up with creative designs. We have identi-
fied three case-bases that help in .PDC: (i) Case-base of design experiences that were

..encountered in the past. (ii) Case-base of previous experiences of failure output behav-
iors, and (iii) Prototypical behaviors. The knowledge in these cases is modeled using a
Structure-Behavior-Function (SBF) model. The PDC task has been decomposed into:
(i) Discovery of New Constraints. (ii) Formation of Behaviors for the Constraints. and
(iii) Composition of Behaviors to arrive at the final design that satisfies all the con-
straints identified. In the process of creative design. different models get composed into
a single model that represents the final design knowledge. We illustrate our ideas in the
design of coffee-maker that can withstand cold environmental conditions.

10
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4 Tfransitions and DoD Interactions

Because our exploratory study involved a team of students collaborating on a design. it is of
considerable interest to researchers studying human-computer collaboration. We are sharing the
transcripts and data collected from our exploratory study with researchers at the DEC-Cambridge
Research Laboratory who are studying cooperation among heterogeneous agents. In addition. we
have been invited to participate in the AAAI-93 Fall Symposium on Human-Computer Collabora-
tion. in October.
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5 Software and Hardware Prototypes

We are developing a software prototype which integrates a number of primary mechanisms. includ-
ing capabilities for retrieval, evaluation, adaptation. elaboration (of both solution and specification).
and projection of outcomes of proposed alternatives. The prototype has a flexible, opportunistic
control structure which allows us to keep focus tactics separate, explicit, and modifiable. This will
enable us to explore various strategic control strategies that string together the primary mecha-
nisms. causing complex and interesting interactions from which creative processes emerge.

I his experimental system has two memory components: (1) a long-term episodic memory (which
includes design cases) and (2) a working memory of the evolving specifications and proposed design
alternatives. The working memory organizes the proposed solutions and solution fragments with
respect to each other, comparing them along dimensions corresponding to criteria and constraints
imposed by the current specification. This memory organization will allow us to explore some
interesting working memory issues, such as how it is maintained when it gets large, what things
tend to be accessible. what influences accessibility, and how it gets reconstructed when one leaves
a problem and then comes back to it.

The design specification that is being evolved by the primary mechanisms is used in two ways. One
is as a probe to flexibly retrieve relevant cases. (In case-based reasoning terms, the specification
evolution process is one of situation assessment and index transformation.) The other use is as
a dynamically changing indexing vocabulary with which to interpret and organize alternatives in
working memory. Not only are intentionally proposed solutions recorded in working memory. but
also alternatives that are observed in the external environment. This will be used to model the
serendipitous recognition of solutions to pending problems as a process of re-interpretation in the
context of the current problem.

12
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CASE-BASED CREATIVE DESIGN

Janet L. Kolodner and Linda M. Wills
College of Computing

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0280

jlkcc.gatech.eds, Linda@cc.gatecl.edu

Abstract. Designers across a variety of domains engage in many of the same creative activities. Since much
creativity stems from using old solutions in novel ways, we believe that case-based reasoning can be used to
explain many creative design processes.

1. Introduction specification and the modification and merging of design

Designers across different domains perform many of the alternatives. It raises questions of legalitl or desirable-

same creative activities, whether they are involved in new of features' of a design alternative and it detects

designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be contradictions and ambiguities in the specification. The

described by contrasting them to routine dsign activ- resolution of these questions, contradictions, and ambi-
ities.ried In generastglhe, routine designreesigns 'ti- guities serves to refine, augment, and reformulate the
ities. In general, routine design repeats old designs design specification. On the generative side, evaluation
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and often- identifies advantages and disadvantages of alternatives
applied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes a which often suggest interesting adaptations or ways of
completely specified problem is given and little effort is merging alternatives. Also, sometimes the description of
applied to elaborating or designing a feasible specifica- a problem noticed during evaluation can be easily trans-
tion. formed to a description of how its solution would look.

The kind of design we call creative, on the other hand, The three processes interact opportunistically. The
includes a process of "designing the design specification" Therthre prcses inerac rtuns thcaly.T
(Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, contradictory, tion phase, watches for opportunities to merge or adapt
and underconstrained description of what needs to be tion phas w ate for oppornities To merge o pt* ~design ideas to create new alternatives. The design spec-
designed to one with more detail, more concrete specifi- ification is incrementally updated as ideas are tested and
cations, and more clearly defined constraints. Creative flaws or desirable features become apparent.
design also often includes a process of generating and
considering several alternatives, weighing their advan- The continual elaboration and reformulation of therages and disadvantages, and sometimes Irirerporating problem (i.e., the design specification) derives abstract
pieces ofaone into another. It involves using we'll-known connections between the current problem and similardesign pieces in unusual ways or modifying well-known problems in other domains, facilitating cross-contextualdesigns in unusual ways. Creative designers frequently transfer of design ideas. Continual redescription of whatengage in cross-domain transfer of abstract design ideas the solution (i.e., the evolving design) looks like primesTeygalo on reogniz traltfernofab cti d n ia. the designer for opportunistic recognition of alternativeThey also often recognize alternative uses or functions fucinofbjts
for common design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoamn cup as
a boat). This paper describes the nature of these processes

Figure 1 gives a rough sketch of the main processes and proposes ways of modeling them. Since all three
we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and how processes rely heavily on previous design experiences,
they interact with one another. The designer continu- case-based reasoning (Kolodner, 1993) can play a large
ally updates the design specification as well as a pool of role in modeling them. Research in case-based reasoning
design ideas under consideration. Each alternative gen- has provided extensive knowledge of how to reuse solu-
erated is evaluated to identify its advantages and disad- tions to old problems in new situations, how to build
vantages and to check that it satisfies the constraints in and search case libraries (for exploration of design al-
the current design specification. A key part of evalua- ternatives), and how to merge and adapt cases. Many
tion is "trying out" the alternative (e.g., through e - of the activities of creative designers can be modeled by
mentation or mental simulation). This generates experi- extending routine problem solving processes that exist
detailed description of the alternative, including the con- in current case-based systems.
sequences of its operation dnd how environmental factors 'The features of a design alternative awe not only its structural
affect it. characteristics and physical properties, but also relations between

Evaluation drives both the updating of the design combinations of features.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.

We give examples to ilustrate these activities, which In general, a designer has goals and guidelines that are

we have collected in studying the problem solving re- not in the initial design specification itself but whose vi-
ports and protocols of designers in a variety of design olation or achievement can be noticed. For example. a
disciplines. These include software design. meal plan- meal planner might like meals to be easy to prepare, but
ning, science lesson planning, architectural design, and may not include this in every design specification. Goel

mechanical design. Many of the anecdotes related in this and Pirolli (1989) identify several classes of constraints
paper come from an exploratory study we conducted of that are of this nature, including domain-specific tech-
a student mechanical engineering (ME) design project. nical constraints (such as structural soundness), legisla-
The design task was to build a device to quickly and tive constraints (such as building codes), common sense,
safely transport as many eggs as possible from one loca- pragmatic constraints (for example, "short construction
tion to another. The device could be constructed from time" or personal safety), and self-imposed, personal
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and preferences (such as "not spicy").
cost restrictions. The initial description of the problem Elaboration involves making these constraints and cri-
was vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring a great teria explicit, consistent, complete, and unambiguous.
deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of us partic- We hypothesize that this is driven in part by the process
ipated in the seven-week project as a member of a four- of evaluating each alternative generated so far. Eval-
person team. Active participation in the project allowed uation drives elaboration by satisfaction or dissatisfac-
us to become immersed in the issues the students were tion with an alternative and by an inability to evaluate.
dealing with and to openly converse with the students at Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate
all stages of the design as a useful team member, rather satisficing alternatives, and by opportunity. These are
than as an outside observer. This led to many of the discussed in this section.
insights described in this paper. Many design alternatives arise from remembering or

2. Specification Refinement looking for solutions to old design problems. Such design

Design specifications are rarely well-defined. In general, cases are, in general, similar to the new situation on ira-
they are incomplete, leave many different ways to solve portant dimensions, but are more complete. Additional
a problem, and are often unnecessarily overconstrauned, aspects fuel elaboration by bringing up new constraints
An important part of design is redefining the design spec- or criteria to consider. They are evaluated for applicabil-
ification. This includes elaborating the constraints and ity to the current design problem. The results are usedcriteria the design should satisfy and extensively restruc- to update the design specification: if the case is appli-
turing the problem (Goel and Pirolli, 1989). cable, more detailed constraints are added; if the case is

rejected, constraints are added to prohibit the aspects
2.1 ELABORATION that were unacceptable.



* For example, while designing a manufacturing re- 2.2 REFORMULATION
search center on the Georgia Tech campus, Terry Sar- Another major activity in designing the design specifi-
gent visited existing manufacturing centers and precision cation is reformulating the problem - redescribing the
engineering laboratories around the world. Examining problem so that the solution is easier to find. There
these options helped him decide what criteria and con- are several ways alternative views of a problem can be
straints were important and how to prioritize them. One generated.
technical center he visited has flexible utilities which can One way stems from making a design alternative more
be tapped into at any location in the building (e.g., an concrete, e.g., by mentally visualizing it or acting it out.
air duct can be added anywhere). On the other hand, all The more detailed description of the solution sometimes
of its research laboratories are internal and the building suggests a new description of the problem. For exam-
is too dark. From his examination, Sargent formed a ple, in the ME design project, while considering how to
wishlist of constraints for his building to satisfy, includ- move eggs out of a pool of water, one student made an
ing having flexible utilities, external offices, and letting analogy to submarines launching missiles. He acted out
in plenty of sun. the launch with his pen as he spoke. His description re-

This illustrates two of the ways evaluation drives elab- minded another student that submarines launch missiles
oration: by satisfaction and by dissatisfaction with an one at a time. This led to reformulating the problem
alternative. A third way is by an inability to evaluate, from one of moving all eggs as a group to moving eggs
This occurs when there is a lack of information in the individually.
specification to confirm or reject the legality and desir- It is an open question exactly how a more detailed
ableness of features. It suggests new constraints and description of a solution can suggest a reformulation. It
criteria to add or existing constraints to disambiguate. may be that the visualization of the submarine launching

An example arose in the ME design project, where is making assumptions explicit. It is challenging con-
a possible starting location of the device was from the straints that have been inherited from previously con-
center of a wading pool of water. The team discussed the sidered options, but which are not essential, e.g., the
idea of launching an egg-carrying device from a model constraint on how many eggs should move at once.
battleship. To determine whether this was legal, they Another problem reformulation technique is to ex-
needed to know whether it was all right to leave parts plore and stretch the problem constraints and exploit
of the device behind as it operated. The answer to this any loop-holes found. For example, a designer trying
question added to the problem description, to "design a building between two buildings" (Goel and

Elaboration is also driven by an inability to generate Pirolli, 1989) might ask how close the middle building
satisficing alternatives. In general, this results in relax- can be to the two adjacent buildings. By taking closeness
ing constraints (i.e., making a compromise). In the ME to the limit, the designer can reformulate the problem as
project, the students originally wanted to carry more "connect two buildings together."
than than a dozen eggs, but could think of no design Finally, a third way an alternative view of a problem
ideas that would allow a large number of eggs to be car- sometimes arises is from realizing part of a solution and
ried safely, given the amount of protective cushioning then reducing the problem to making that happen. For
required and the space restrictions. This le~d the stu- example, Maier (1931) describes an experiment in which
dents to relax their preference for the device to have a subjects were given the problem of connecting together
high egg-carrying capacity. two strings that hung vertically a large enough distance

Finally, elaboration is driven by opportunity. If the apart that the person could not hold one string and reach
evaluation process is aware of the designer's other goals, the other. The solutions depend on describing the prob-
it can be opportunistic. For example, a meal planner lem in different ways: "how to make one string longer,"
whose immediate goals were to use leftover rice for din- "how to make one string stay in middle and bring the
ner remembered a breakfast dish. Since she needed to other string to it," "how to extend my reach to pull one
eat breakfast too, she decided to relax the dinner goal string to the other," and "how to make one string move
and use the rice for breakfast. This required reasoning to the other." Maier showed that subtly giving the hint
about priorities and alternative ways of doing things. If of making one string sway often helped the subjects come
rice is the only thing of substance available for dinner, up with the fourth reformulation (which led to the solu-
then using the rice for tomorrow's breakfast is a poor tion of tying a weight to the string, making it swing like
idea. If, on the other hand, there are plenty of other a pendulum toward the other string).
things available for dinner and/or the eater didn't re- Turner (1991) provides an initial attempt to model the
ally want to eat rice anyway, then using it for breakfast problem reformulation process, which he implemented in
solves two problems. So, evaluation may allow a reasoner a program called MINSTREL. Turner proposes a case-
to opportunistically realize that a solution is good, even based model of creative reasoning in which a given prob-
though it does not fit the design specification. This can lem is transformed into a slightly different problem and
lead to a change in the relative importance of goals and then used as a probe to a case library. A recalled solution
constraints in the current problem description, to the new problem is then adapted back to the original



problem (using solution adaptations that are associated We hypothesize that unorthodox design alternatives
with the problem transformations). A set of "creativity tend to come from non-obvious remindings. Some
heuristice" is used to transform the problem. Examples are based on abstract similarities, resulting in cross-
include generalizing a constraint (and perhaps suspend- contextual remindings. Other remindings are based on
ing it altogether), and adapting a constraint to require derived or computed features rather than available ones.
a related, but slightly different outcome (e.g., injuring If reminding is so important to generating alternatives
instead of killing), and if it requires derived or abstract features, we must

Unfortunately, MINSTREL does not address impor- determine which kinds of derived features tend to be
tant focus of control problems. For example, what guides most useful for design, whether there is a set of derived
the problem reformulation? Which features or con- features that is common to design across domains, and
straints should be varied? Figuring out what to change when those features get derived.
sad how seems to be a major part of recasting prob- In her investigation of story writing, Dehn (1989)
lens. We believe that incorporating feedback from the stresses the importance of reusing old ideas in new ways.
evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide focus. Of particular importance is having processes that are

3. Idea Exploration able to generate multiple alternatives for several parts of
a problem and put them together in unusual ways. This

Generating design alternatives is an incremental, oppor-
tunistic process that is tightly interleaved with specifi- requires processes that can search memory for things

that might be represented in a way that is different from
cation refinement and evaluation. Three primary ways the representation of the current problem. Old cases

in which ideas are put on the table for consideration are

retrieval of previous design experiences, recognition of must be seen in a new light.

current experiences or design pieces in the current envi- Recent studies of creative problem solving protocols

romment as potential solutions, and modifying or coin - (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990) suggest that anticipa-

bining existing options to produce new ones. tory indexing is not sufficient to fully explain retrieval.
Features that were not salient at the time a case was

&3 REMINDING experienced might be important for retrieval in the cur-

An expert designer knows of many design experiences, rent situation. Drawing new, abstract connections might
accumulated from personally designing artifacts, being be a result of re-indexing cases in terms of what is now
given case studies of designs in school, and observing relevant or important. We hypothesize that by contin-
artifacts designed by others. Our observations and anal- ually updating the design specification, designers derive
yms lead us to propose that reminding of these experi- abstract connections between the current problem and
ences is crucial to generating design alternatives. When similar problems (possibly in other domains). These ab-
a design experience is recalled, it suggests a potential stractions can be used to see previous cases differently.
solution that can be critiqued with respect to the new Selfridge (1990) claims that people tell stories to re-
problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new situation, index them under new generalizations that have been
os merged with other proposed solutions. learned since the story was first acquired. A key open

Designers frequently choose an already well-known question he identified is how does a person know what
framework (or generic case) for a problem and then fill it stories to tell? One possibility is that they are the ones
ý-%. Reusing solution structures in this way allows design- the person is reminded of or has experienced recently.
,-s to avoid recomputing useful compositions of design The person may have been reminded of them through
pieces. We call this process "framing a solution." The a different set of features than the generalized features
framework provides the glue holding the pieces of the they are re-indexed under. While working on a design
design together. The creativity comes in filling in de- problem, designers often perform sensitized recognition
tails and in dealing with inconsistencies when merging of current design options and objects in their environ-
alternative pieces. ment and they continually re-examine and re-index all

Such framing occurs in domains, such as bridge de- ideas recently brought up or experienced. This is dis-
sign and engine design, where well-known frameworks cussed further in the next section.
ezist and where constraints holding the pieces of prob- Retrieval can be automatic or strategic (i.e., based
kems together are quite complex. In software engineer- on intentional elaboration strategies that help jog a de-
iug, frameworks exist as widely-used computational frag- signer's memory). Strategic retrieval is promoted by
ments, called cliches (Rich and Waters, 1990). Johnson design team communication. Team members describe
and Foote (1988) have defined a similar notion of "frame- abstract ideas to each other in terms of concrete ex-
works" for reuse of object-oriented software. In other do- amples, analogies, and metaphors. Trying to recall an
mains, such as architectural design, creating the frame- appropriate example often involves applying elaboration
work is a primary piece of the creative process. This strategies to an index. For example, the person might
involves deciding which aspects of a problem specifica- reflect on "where have I seen something like this before?"
tion are most important to deal with first and inferring and "in what situations might I have seen something like
structural aspects of a solution from them. this?" This often results in identifying opportunities to



reuse existing objects or devices in the current design. 3.4 MERGING
* Team communication plays an additional role in ideaTeneration:murnbitiityplnysomnuniditionalrgenerntide. In routine design, parts of several designs are oftengeneration: ambiguity in communication s generative, merged, but in general, the parts are non-overlapping

In general, when working together, team members try (e.g., dessert from one meal might be used with a main
to recognize and understand each others' ideas, plans, dish from o ne meal more ne usith severn
and goals from their actions, words, and sketches. Some- dish from another meal). In more novel design, several
times there is ambiguity in the interpretations which of- suggestions for solving the same part of a problem might
ten helps generate more ideas (increases fluidity of con- be merged to come up with a solution (e.g., in deciding

cepts) and can lead to function sharing optimizations. to have salmon fettuccine and salad for dinner, a meal

Goel (1992) studied the generative role ambiguity plays planner might have remembered three previous cases, a

in informal sketching. In our informal study, we have no- meal with fish, a one-dish meal and a pasta meal, and

ticed that interaction among multiple designers amplifies merged desirable features from each).

its effects. Merging pieces of several solutions into one design is
relatively simple if the pieces are consistent with each

3.2 SENSITIZED RECOGNITION other. Either a previous case will suggest a way of com-
bining them, an adaptation heuristic will know how or

As designers become deeply involved in design problems, combination will be obvious. Merging is more complex
they start to recognife objects in their environment as when the pieces are not obviously consistent. We have
solutions to parts of the design problem. aften the ob- two hypotheses about how creative merging of several al-
jects are seen as having alternative, unusual functions or ternative solutions might work. First, some adaptation

Fore i eheuristics might exist that can provide general guidelines
For example, in the ME design project, the students and suggestions for non-routine merging. Second, cases

were considering using a spring launching device and from other domains may provide guidelines and sugges-
went to a Home Depot (a home improvement store) tions for non-routine merging. The challenges here are
to look into materials. While comparing the strengths to find the adaptation heuristics and to discover the de-
of several springs by compressing them, they noticed scriptive vocabulary that allow cross-contextual remind-
that the springs bent. One student mentioned that if ings of the appropriate kinds to take place.
they were to use springs, they would have to encase the
springs in collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later, as 3.5 FUNCTION SHARING
they walked through the bathroom section of the store, Often function-shari optimizations arise from merging
they saw a display of toilet paper holders. They imme- Ong
diately recognized them as collapsible tubes that could within the same design. This occurs when an existing
be used to support the springs, part of the design can be seen to fulfill another purpose.

The key to sensitized recognition is refining the de- (This is a special case of sensitized recognition.) An in-
scription of the solution. The process of critiquing pro- teresting form of this type of merging occurred in the ME
posed ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved design project. The students had decided to use a cylin-
solution would look like: what properties it would have, der to carry the eggs. One student related an episode
what function it should provide, and what criteria it sat- from the children's science TV show Beakman's World
isfies. This primes the designer to opportunistically rec- that had caught her eye as she was flipping through chan-
ognize possible solutions in observations of the external nels. The episode showed how to make a coffee can that
world and in recently considered design options. rolled back to you when you rolled it away. It attached

batteries as weights to rubberbands, strung through the
3.3 ADAPTATION center of the can. The weights caused the rubberbands

Previous work has looked at adapting old solutions t fit to get wound up as the can rolled. As the rubberbands
proemio s. work crlookedative destign, o sometimes m s t unwound, they caused the can to roll back to the start-

newing location. The students discussed whether this could
sense, in addition, to adapt one's goals to fit an old solu- be modified for use in their design (e.g., wind the rub-tion rather than changing the old solution to fit the new berbands up and let their unwinding launch the device).
problem (e.g., using rice for breakfast rather than din- They criticized the rubberband and battery part for tak-
ner). Previous work (Hinrichs 1992) has looked at rou- ing up too much space and for adding too much weight,
tine adaptation strategies (e.g., deletion, addition, sub- since the task had strict space and weight restrictions.
stitution) but not at use of "off-the-cuf'" ones (i.e., those One student then suggested the interesting optimization
developed in response to a particular problem). Some of of letting the eggs themselves be used as the weights.
these arise from exaiining a causal model, some from This alleviated both the space and the weight problem.
adapting well-known adaptation strategies, and some One aspect that was non-routine about this is that the
from applying well-known adaptation strategies in novel student looked beyond the structure of the device to its
ways. For example, novelty can result from substituting cargo to find what to share.
something different than the usual thing or from relaxing
well-known structural constraints. 4. Evaluation
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CWun Specification each other which could cause breakage and an unstable
target spot. Identifying this problem through mental
simulation led to an adaptation of the proposed solution
which was to rotate the launch mechanism so that the
eggs would each land in a different location.

In addition to simulating the proposed option in the
Critiqe general case, designers aiso propose hypothetical situa-

Evaluatin: 1tions to simulate. For example, the ME students asked,

"What if it is raining on the day of the competition?"
and "What if the terrain the device must traverse is
rough or steep?" Simulations of hypothetical situations

Collect Data test the robustness of the solution. The hypothetical sit-
uations pertain to all phases of a design artifact's lifecy-
cle, including its construction and maintenance, as well
as its use. For example, a designer might try to imagtn-
someone trying to repair some part of the design that

Dasigi AlteK~ativC is vulnerable to failure and consider whether the part is

Figure 2: Procemes involved in evaluation, accessible for maintenance.
Concrete experimentation of design alternatives is

a valuable way of collecting data. Some aspects and
The evaluation process checks each design option that outcomes of an option only become apparent through
is generated against the current design specification. It real-world testing. For example, during the ME design
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satis- project, the students tested the ability of potting sponge
fies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices (used in floral displays) to cushion eggs. When an egg
questionable features whose desirableness or legality are was placed in it and dropped, the sponge compressed to
unknown. In addition, it raises evaluative issues and a powder, decreasing its protective ability and reusabil-
guidelines that are not found in the current specification, ity. This led the students to search for a material that
but which are based on the designer's experience. Some did not permanently compress and was reusable.
of these are always raised. For example, in algorithm de- Some simulations or experiments might be proposed
sign, issues of correctness, completeness, and time and by the critiquing process when it requires additional in-
space efficiency are routinely considered. Others (e.g., formation about the design option to judge its strengths
elegance) are recalled or derived based on feat tires of the and weaknesses. Some hypothetical situations used in
alternatives examined, simulation might be associated with evaluative issues

This information is used by both the -pecification raised in critiquing the design option.
refinement process (elaborate and reformulate) and 4.1 EVALUATIVE ISSUES
the idea exploration process (generate, elaborate, re-
describe). The issues raised point out opportunities to While critiquing a given design option, a designer con-
augment or refine the design specification. The pros and siders general evaluative issues that the designer's expe-
cons that are described in the critique of a design idea rience recommends looking into, in addition to how well
are used by the idea exploration process to compare the the option fits the current design specification. There are
idea to other options, merge and adapt alternatives, and at least three classes of evaluative issues that designers
improve promising ideas. routinely raise (Kolodner and Penberthy, 1990).

We view evaluation as consisting of two interacting One is function-directed. For example, the purpose of
processes, as shown in Figure 2. One process critiques recipe creation is to create something th~l can be eaten,
the design alternative on the basis of the current specifi- so some questions arise from the concept of edibility.
cation and the evaluative issues. The features examined These focus on the taste and appeal of a dish to see if it
in this critique are not only the structural characteris- is edible.
tics of the design artifact, but also information about Another class is derivation-drives: previous solutions
how it behaves, the consequences of its operation, and provide a rich and important source of issues if the
how environmental factors affect it. The second process considerations taken into account in creating them are
collects this information by performing simulations and saved. Consider, for example, the task of trying to decide
experimentation, if tofu can be substituted for cheese in tomato tart. One

In the ME design project, the students often mentally way the right evaluative issues can be derived is by re-
simulated proposed options and checked the results. For calling another case where tofu was to be substituted for
example, when the idea of launching each egg individ- cheese. Concerns in that case are likely to be concerns
ually rather than as a group was considered, the stu- in the current one, too. For example, if in the previous
dents imagined that the eggs would all land on top of case, the texture of tofu was compared with the texture



"of the original ingredient, the reasoner might then ask and proposing hypothetical situations covering the arti-
about texture in the current case. fact's entire lifecycle. The third is by assisting the de-

Finally, some questions are ouecome-releged. Previous signer in reformulating and redescribing what is needed,
design cases can be used to project or derive the outcome what constraints or criteria need to be satisfied, and
of the current one. For example, as part of the ME design what the solution would look like.
project, a proposed launch mechanism was considered
that consisted of a plastic fish tank base and two toi-
let paper holders (which provided a spring mechanism). Our exploratory studies of designers have given us in-
The two holders were attached to the base via plastic sights into the primary activities involved in creative de-
prongs protruding from one side of the base. One of the sign. However, many open issues remain. Most center
students was concerned that the prongs were vulnerable around the underlying control of the various processes
to breaking, particularly if the springs inside the holders and their interactions.
were replaced with stronger springs. She recalled simi- Specification refinement. A key activity in de-
lar plastic prongs had held a protective covering on her signing the design specification is incrementally bringing
stereo speakers, but they had broken off of one speaker evaluation criteria and new problem constraints into fo-
when it fell at an angle. The proposed design option was cus. This is largely driven by evaluation. An open ques-
used as a probe to memory to see if instances are already tion is how does noticing a feature of a design option
known of it or a similar solution failing. By recalling the that is either satisfactory, undesirable, or whose status
stereo speaker case, the students raised the question of is unknown (due to failure to evaluate) lead to an elab-
whether the proposed design was vulnerable in the same oration of the current specification? One possibility is
way. It also suggested a hypothetical situation in which that it can be guided by the mechanism that detected
to simulate the proposed design: what happens if we the questionable feature. For example, one way to de-
provide a large side-ways force to the prongs? Think- tect a problem in a proposed solution is by case-based
ing about how this could arise led the students to think projection: recalling a failure in a similar solution. This
about what would happen if stronger springs were re- previous case might provide suggestions for fixing the
quired. current problem specification. Failure to determine the

Case-based projection can bring up outcome-related legality of a feature could point to augmentations to the
issues relevant to any phase of a design's lifecycle, be- specification that would push the confirmation or rejec-
sides its normal use, including its construction and main- tion through to completion.
tenance phases. For instance, one of the buildings Another important question is: during problem refor-
Terry Sargent examined when designing the Georgia mulation, how is the designer's attention drawn to par-
Tech manufacturing research center was the Pompadeau ticular constraints to explore and stretch? There seems
center, which has all of its mechanical systems show- to be give and take between reformulation and evalua-
ing. He wanted to borrow this idea for its symbolism, tion. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous or
but in talking with the managers of the center, he found vague in the problem specification and try to take advan-
out that this feature made it difficult to maintain the tage of new views that result from relaxing or pushing
building. This led him to question whether the same the limits of the constraints. Also, when the need to
maintenance problems will come up in his design. compromise arises, conflicting constraints come into fo-

5. Discussion cus and the designer considers how they can be varied.
On the other hand, reformulation of the specification

Creative designers operate in a rich context of ideas, can provide additional or improved evaluative measures
some recalled from previous experiences, some recog- to strengthen evaluation.
nised in the current external environment, and some gen- Idea exploration. The critique of proposed solu-
crated from adapting or putting together recently con- tions guides idea exploration. Of several solutions under
sidered ideas. An important part of this rich context is consideration, one might be more appropriate than the
concreteness. Details fuel evaluation, which is central others or several might each contribute to a solution.
to elaborating and redescribing both the problem and Evaluative procedures must be able to evaluate each in-
the solution. These come from reasoning about specific dividual alternative by itself as well as in light of the
design cases, which include many additional details be- others. Several open questions arise: How is relative
sides those aspects that originally brought the case to importance among the criteria decided? How are prefer-
mind. They also come from experimentation, testing, ences among alternatives made? How does weighing ad-
visualizing, and simulating the solutions. vantages and disadvantages suggest useful adaptations

This suggests three important ways to assist creative and mergings?
design. One is by placing the designer in a rich en- Recalled cases seem to be important here. They sug-
vironment containing concrete design artifacts or de- gest solutions, frameworks, design strategies and design
tailed descriptions and simulations of existing design ar- philosophies, which can provide constraints with which
tifacts. Another is by facilitating evaluative procedures to evaluate a solution and the preference criteria with



which to prioritise the constraints. This also facilitates than to completely reformulate the problem. We need
reformulating the specification, making trade-offs, and to look for additional types of heuristics people use to
relaxing constraints. There may also be general and control their reasoning procemes.
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Abstract usual ways. Creative designers frequently engage in
cros-domain transfer of abstract design ideas. They

Case-based reasoning can be used to explain many also often recognize alternative uses or functions for
creative design processe, since maci retivity stems common design pieces (e.g., using a styrofoam cup as
from using old solutions in novel ways. To under- a boat).
stand the role cases play, we conducted an exploratory Figure I gives a rough sketch of the main processes
study of a seven-week student creative design project. we hypothesize to be involved in creative design and
This paper discusses the observations we made and how they interact with one another. The designer con-
the issues that arise in understanding and modeling tinually updates the design specification as well as a
creative design processes. We found particularly in- pool of design ideas under consideration. Each alter-
teresting the role of imagery in reminding and in native generated is evaluated to identify its advantages
evaluating design options. This included visualiza- and disadvantages and to check that it satisfies the
tion. mental simulation, gesturing, and even sound constraints in the current design specification. A key
effects. An important clas of issues we repeatedly part of evaluation is "trying out" the alternative (e.g..
encounter in our modeling efforts concerns the focus through experimentation or mental simulation). This
of the designer. (For example, which problem con- generates a more detailed description of the alterna-
straints should be reformulated? Which evaluative is- tive, including the consequences of its operation and
sues should be raised?) Cases help to address these how environmental factors affect it.
focus issues. Evaluation drives both the updating of the design

specification and the modification and merging of de-
Introduction sign alternatives. It raises questions of legality or de-

sirableness of features1 of a design alternative and it
Designers across different domains perform many of the detects contradictions and ambiguities in the specifi-
same creative activities, whether they are involved in cation. The resolution of these questions, contradic-
designing artifacts or processes. These activities can be tions, and ambiguities serves to refine, augment. and
described by contrasting them to routine design activ- reformulate the design specification. On the genera-
ities. In general, routine design repeats old designs in tive side, evaluation identifies advantages and disad-
obvious ways, adapting them by well-known and often- vantages of alternatives which often suggest interest-
applied adaptation strategies. Routine design assumes ing adaptations or ways of merging alternatives. Also,
a completely specified problem is given and little ef- sometimes the description of a problem noticed during
fort is applied to elaborating or designing a feasible evaluation can be easily transformed to a description
specification. of how its solution would look.

The kind of design we call creative, on the other The three processes interact opportunistically. The
band, includes a proem of "designing the design spec- generative phase, guided by critiques from the eval-
ification" (Tong, 1988), going from an incomplete, con- uation phase, watches for opportunities to merge or
tradictory, and underconstrained description of what adapt design ideas to create new alternatives. The de-
oeeds to be designed to one with more detail, more sign specification is incrementally updated as ideas are
concrete specifications, and more clearly defined con- tested and flaws or desirable features become apparent.
straints. Creative design also often includes a pro- The continual elaboration and reformulation of the
cm of generating and considering several alterna- problem (i.e., the design specification) derives ab-
tives, weighing their advantages and disadvantages,
and sometimes incorporating pieces of one into an- 'The features of a design alternative are not only its
other. It involves using well-known desii pieces in structural characteristics and physical properties, but also
unusual ways or modifying well-known designs in un- relations between combinations of features.
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Figure 1: Rough sketch of creative design processes.

stract connections between the current problem and * reformulating and elaborating the problem specifi-
similar problems in other domains, facilitating cross- cation or proposed solutions,
contextual transfer of design ideas. Continual re- * predicting the outccme of making certain design de-
description of what the solution (i.e., the evolving de- cisions,
sign) looks like primes the designer for opportunistic
recognition of alternative functions of objects. * enabling visualization and simulation of proposed

These processes rely heavily on previous design expe- designs, and

riences and knowledge of designed artifacts. An expert * communicating abstract ideas in concrete terms.
designer knows of many design experiences. accumu- What cases seem to do is to help the reasoner de-
lated from personally designing artifacts. being given termine how to productively continue reasoning. The
case studies of designs in school, and observing arti- question we ask is how? How does the designer know
facts designed by others. Our observations and anal- which details to pay attention to? Winch aspects of
yses lead us to propose that reminding of these ex- an old design can suggest problem reformulations or
periences is crucial to generating design alternatives, can fill in miming details of the specification? Dur-
When a design experience is recalled, it suggests a po- ing problem reformulation, which constraints should
tential solution that can be critiqued with respect to be relaxed or strengthened? How are evaluative ques-
the new problem, adapted to meet the needs of the new tions and criteria incrementally raised to critique the
situation, or merged with other proposed solutions. proposed design options?

We believe that case-based reasoning (Kolodner, We call this problem "focus." These issues are rel-
1993) can play a large role in modeling these processes. evant in understanding what knowledge must be cap-
Research in case-based reasoning has provided exten- tured in case libraries, the form this knowledge should
sive knowledge of how to reuse solutions to old prob- be in, and what types of indices are needed to allow re-
leas in new situations, how to build and search case trieval of relevant cases. At the same time, cases help
libraries (for exploration of design alternatives), and address many of these focus-related issues, particularly
how to merge and adapt cases. Many of the activi- raising evaluation criteria and suggesting interesting.
ties of creative designers can be modeled by extending useful problem reformulations.
routine problem solving processes that exist in current
case-based systems. Example Design Episode

Design cases provide a rich collection of details that We concentrate primarily on an example design
are used in several ways in addition to generating ideas, episode from an exploratory study we conducted of a
including student mechanical engineering (ME) design project.



The design task was to build a device to quickly and 8 s4: Yeah.
safety transport as many eggs as possible from one loca- 9 S4 That's actually, bhus. That would be
tion to another. The device could be constructed from about the size of an egg. it we were to send it
any material, but had to satisfy a set of size, weight and over one at a t inm.
cost restrictions. The initial description of the prob- 10 52: Yeah, a lot heavier, though, the e*gs.
lem wa vague, ambiguous, and incomplete, requiring :1 Later (after this meeting). S3 visualized
a great deal of elaboration and reformulation. One of how the idea would work and imagined that the eggsusgreicatedeal ofelaboration the ndk proeformulti. ne f would all end up landing at the same target spot
us participated in the seven-week project as a mer- and smash each other. So S3 thought of rotating
ber of a four-person team. rather than as an outside the launch mchanism so that it throws the eggs in
observer. Active participation in the project allowed all directions. S3 noted one interesting
us to become immersed in the issues the students were consequence of this was that the eggs could be
dealing with and to observe a great deal of the design thrown all at once, each in a different direction.
process. including "official" as well as informal team 12 The rotating launch reminded S3 of a recently
meetings (e.g., while choosing materials at a store or suggested idea: "flinging notion where the device
while attending clas), is spun around and around and then let go." This

The following is a short excerpt from a discussion had been recorded externally on a post-it.13 This was then adapted (generalized) from
early in the project concerning how to launch the eggs having a group of eggs at the end of the string to'
from the center of a child's wading pool. This excerpt a single egg.
was chosen because it involves a reformulation of the 14 (Two days later, this idea was discussed
original problem statement. It illustrates the types of further while the students were going through each
design experiences and artifacts the students typically idea proposed so far (recorded on post-its).]
recalled and the variety of ways they used these re- 15 S3: Vhat I was thinking was that you could
mindings. It also gives us some insight into the basis just have a pole and you could have all these
upon which design experiences are remembered. strings just like a Ray Day dance, you know where

you have all the eggs hanging from strings and you
1 S2: Think about how heavy eggs .r*.... spin that and the eggs all fly out and then you
2 54: Yeah, we need something that's going to just let go and then they all fly.

propel this thing. I mean it's only going this 16 54: low I like.., that's actually pretty
far but if you think about it, it's gotta lift up interesting there, cause you could .. tie them all
12 inches and land over there. I've got a feeling to something like a softball... fto.
it's really gotta propel you know e(motor noise] 17 54: Raybe something like... I's trying to
and then just go (splat noise] with a thud. think of something that... Vhat about something

3 51: I've got this picture in my mind of this that's squishy?
really dramatic missile. If it's in the water, 18 54: It's gotta have... What if it has some
it... it could sink and it would be like a missile kind of fluid, like an orange? If you put an egg
coning out of a submarine. (He demonstrates, inside a hollowed out orange, half hollowed out
pretending his pen is a missile, makes fizzing orange, each of those little things would squash,
noise] ... coming out of the water, ... splashing you know inside of an orange. (I just ate an
water out. orange for lunch... I bring real-life experiences

4 53: That reminds as cause you see those to this.)
missiles come out one at... Mhat if we did 19 S1: Well, that's the concept of a shock
something where we sent eggs over one at a time? absorber. And the way it works is... If you just

5 53: So we could have something over there to have a sealed shock. If you have... What a sealed
catch then like a big pillow or something I don't shock would be would just be a balloon. If we had
know. but that way you wouldn't have to launch the the eggs sitting on top of this big balloon and it
whole set of them. You just launch one at a time. went down, whenever the balloon squashed, there'd

6 S2: Put that down: launching individually, be pressure inside the balloon and it would jump
(53 records idea en pest-it.] back up again. so it would bounce.
(Unrecorded conversation while flipping tape: But if you have a shock absorber that has a

7 54: We can put them each in a tennis ball. little seal out. whenever it... it's like a balloon
8 54 mentioned ping-pong ball shooters. w/ a little tiny hole. so whenever it hits the
8 51 didn't know what S4 was talking about.] ground, it squashes and the air shoots out so it

8 64: Well, they're actually little springs some doesn't recoil. And an orange, whenever it's
Of them. squashed, the juices would go squirting out and it

* SI: Are they? wouldn't rebound.
8 84: Yeah, you know how when we were kids we During this design episode, the students recalled

could take those things that would shoot ping-pong
balls and pull them back... many cases, most of which are devices, some in ac-
8 52: I remember those! I loved those! tion. Two different aspects of cases seemed to get the
8 54: ... and shoot them? Yeah. You were a most attention: how a device works and what are its

deprived child. results (i.e., what it accomplishes, how it might fail, its
S S1: Were they guns? pros and cons). Often, what was remembered seemed



to get embellished through a sort of mental simulation, different cases, knowledge, or principles for solving the
sometimes causal (e.g., the operation of ping-pong ball problem. Each time, the designer has different cues
shooter 8) and sometimes imagis,,c (e.g., the subma- available to use for retrieval, despite the fact that the
rine launch 3, 4). problem itself is the same. That is, the probe to mem-

These remindings are used in many different ways. ory that recalls previous designs or design knowledge
1. They generete design ideas that can be re-used di- includes not only the problem specification but also as-

rectly, adapted to the current situation, or merged pects of the context the designer is in or has been in
with other design pieces. For example, tennis balls recently.
(7) and softballs (16) are recalled to be reused for In the given design episode, there are a variety of
the new purpose of protecting eggs. types of features that form the basis for reminding.

2. They predict the outcome of proposed solutions. For Many remindings were based on a description of the
example, the leaky shock absorber (19) is problem, i.e., the function or behavior desired. The
predict that an orange would not be a resilient ueg submarine launching a missile (3) was recalled as an
protector. This is useful in evaluating rroposed s example of a device that launches from water.
lutions. The ping-pong ball shooter (8) may have been re-

called by looking for a device with the desired behav-
3. They communicate ideas. For example, the May Day ior of multiple launches of individual objects. In addi-

dance (15) is used to quickly communicate the struc- tion to the desired behavior, prominent visual cues may
ture of a design alternative, have played a role: the rounded shape and white color

4. They help simulate or visualize the behavior of a pro- of the objects to be launched could have contributed
posed design alternative. This is useful in e4borat- to the memory probe if S4 visualized the desired be-
iag both proposed solutions and vague, incomplete havior.
specifications. For example, Si's mental picture of Structural cues describing the proposed solution, or
a submarine submerging and launching a missile (3) structural constraints the solution should have. often
is used to help simulate the desired behavior of the remind students of an existing device that shares those
device being designed. Simulation and visualization features. For example, the structure of the proposed
are also key ways of collecting data to be used to design that flings all eggs at once on strings reminded
evaluate a proposed solution. For example. the prob- S3 of the maypole used for May Day dances (15).
lem with the initial proposal to launch eggs individu- Also, backgrvoud cues can have an effect. S4 used
ally, like a submarine does, was detected by mentally not only structural cues (squishy, containing fluid) to
simulating the launch and realizing that all eggs end recall an orange (18), but also cues from recent or cur-
up at the same spot and could break each other (Ii). rent experiences (what S4 ate for lunch). Background

5. Remindings can also lead .to a complete- rformsla- interests provide additional cues. Si is planning on be-
taon of the problem. For example, rememnl..,ring that coming an automotive engineer and is often reminded
submarines launch missiles one at a tin' -I) led to of designs from the automobile domain, such as the
converting the problem from launching t Kroup ,Jf shock absorber (19).
eggs in a single launch to launching ea.-h ,.'g indi- Understanding the basis for recalling design experi-
vidually in multiple launches. ences is crucial to organizing a library of design cases

and choosing indices to allow access to the cases. This
Focus Issues is discussed further in the last section.

A number of focus-related issues come up as we exam- Which features of cases are examined?
ine the design episode above. We describe ,'arh here
and discuss what seems to provide the necessary focus. Once a relevant design case is recalled, which aspects
In many instances, previous design cames themselves are examined? Some lead to problem reformulations
help direct the designer's attention. or fill in missing details of the problem specification.

Some are undesirable features that suggest new con-
Which cases are recalled? straints that should be added to the problem specifica-
Of all the design experiences each student designer has tion to prohibit them. Some help elaborate a proposed
had, why are these particular ones recalled? In other solution. But how is the designer's attention drawn to
words, on what basis are the cases recalled? For ex- those aspects that can do these things?
ample, what made S1 recall a shock absorber (19) and For example, there are numerous facts associated
use it to analyse the efFectiveness of an orange as a with submarines. What drew S3's attention to the fact
structure to protect an egg? that they launch missiles one at a time (4), as opposed

A hallmark of a creative designer is variety. Given to facts about how missiles are aimed at their target or
the same problem to solve several times, the creative about the cramped, claustrophobic interior? Focusing
designer might come up with several qualitatively dif- on this aspect led to a complete reformulation of the
ferent solutions. We hypothesize that this happens be- problem from launching a group of eggs to launching
cause on each occasion, the designer is reminded of eggs individually.



When Si used a mental picture of a submarine (for example, "short construction time" or personal
launching missiles (3) to elaborate the desired behav- safety), and self-imposed, personal preferences (such
ior of the mechanism being designed, why did S1 focus as -not spicy").
on sinking and then launching, but not on other as-
pects of the submarines operation, such as spying on Not all of the evaluation criteria and problem con-
or targeting other ships using a periscope? straints are explicit at the start of the design. They

When S4 brought up a ping-pong shooter, first the gradually surface as ideas are proposed and criticized.
spring mechanism reponsible for shooting was consid- A key focus-related issue is: of all the evaluative is-
ered (8). Then the weight and size of the ping-pong sues that could be raised, why do certain ones come
balls shot was considered and compared to eggs (9,10). to mind? In the ME design project, some issues were

The reasoning goal plays a significant role in focus- always raised. For instance, the issue of egg safety was
ing attention. When SI recalled the submarine missile a primary consideration, based on the initial problem
launch, the team was elaborating the problem specifi- statement. Others are derived from primary goals of
cation by describing what the mechanism should do. It the designers. For example, the team was to design
was also considering the problem of launching a heavy an egg-carrying device for at least two eggs. but one
object out of water. student (S2) strongly advocated that the device have a

In pursuing the problem elaboration goal, S1 was high egg-carrying capacity. This meant that S2 often
interested in filling in details of the behavior of the brought up issues concerning how well the proposed
mechanism to be designed and was focused on what designs accommodated the weight and space required
aspects of the submarine's launching behavior trans- for several eggs (1, 10).
fer over to the egg-carrying device. So SI was drawn
to coarse-grained, hich-level behaviors of the subma- Other evaluative issues had to be discovered as ideas
rine and missile perf( ied when launching from water were proposed. One way this sometimes occurred is
(submerging, shooting, coming out of the water). On that features of a proposed alternative seemed to drawthe other hand, S3 was viewing the submarine missile attention to particular issues that might not have been

launch case from the perspective of trying to borrow its considered otherwise. Some of the features are more
solution to the launching problem. So S3's attention distinctive or odd and these seem to index directly into
was drawn to the solution detail that multiple, rela- the set of implicit criteria held by the designer. For

tively small missiles are launched one at a time. (At- example, during the ME design project, the students
tention to the small nature of the missiles may have were testing how well various types of spongy material
been additionally emphasized by the hand gestures S3 cushioned eggs when dropped from two stories. A per-
made in acting out the launch.) son walked by who had done a design project which

The ping-pong ball shooter was also considered from also involved protecting an egg from breaking on im-two different viewpoints. The team considers how the pact. He said he wrapped the egg in a sponge soakedgun works as part of the goal of borrowing its solution in motor oil and then stuffed it in a Pringles can (aand focuses on the spring mechanism: how the spring narrow cardboard cylinder in which potato chips areis loaded and released. Then m4 seemed to be consider- stacked). One of the aspects that was new about thisis whethedandreleased. Tun n S4 rseemed dietl' The on - case, compared to the ideas the students had been con-ing whether the gun can be reused directly. The goal sidering is the idea of soaking the sponge in motor oil.
of evaluating the applicability of this existing design Focusing on the motor oil aspect reminded the students
to the current one focused S4 and S2 on the size and of their personal preference that the device be clean.
weight of the ping-pong balls shot, compared to eggs. The motor oil aspect seemed to be directly associated

Which evaluative issues are raised? with the cleanliness criterion.

The evaluation process checks each design option that A second way evaluative issues are discovered is
is generated against the current design specification. It through case-based projection. Previous design cases
forms a critique, identifying how well the option satis- can be used to project or derive the outcome of the cur-
fies the constraints or how badly it fails. It also notices rent one. In the design episode, SI recognized the simi-
questionable features whose desirableness or legality larity of the orange as a cushioning "device" to a shock
are unknown. In addition, a designer has goals and absorber with a leak (19) and could predict the prob-
guidelines that are not in the initial design specifica- lem of not being able to bounce back upon impact. (SI
tion itself but whose violation or achievement can be could also explain why, based on the causal model as-
noticed. For example, a meal planner might like meals sociated with the knowledge of shock absorbers.) This
to be easy to prepare, but may not include this in every helped raise the issue of resiliency (the cushioning de-
design specification. Goel and Pirolli (1989) identify vice must be able to bounce back) upon which to crit-
several classes of constraints that are of this nature, in- icize the orange idea (18). Navinchandra (1991) refers
cluding domain-specific technical constraints (such as to this as criteria emergence and he models the use of
structural soundness), legislative constraints (such as cases to raise new criteria in CYCLOPS, a landscape
building codes), common sense, pragmatic constraints design program.



Which problem constraints are contribute to a solution. Evaluative procedures must
reformulated? be able to evaluate each individual alternative by itself

During problem reformulation, how is the designer's as well as in light of the others. Several focus ques-

attention drawn to particular constraints to relax or tions arise: How is relative importance among the cri-

strengthen? teria decided? How are preferences among alternatives

Turner (1991,1993) provides an initial attempt to made?

model the problem reformulation process, which he im- Recalled cases seem to be important here. They sug-

plemented in a program called MINSTREL. Turner pro- gest solutions, frameworks. design strategies and de-

poses a case-based model of creative reasoning in which sign philosophies, which can provide constraints with

a given problem is transformed into a slightly different which to evaluate a solution and the preference cri-

problem .,nd then used as a probe to a case library. A teria with which to prioritize the constraints. This

recalled solution to the new problem is then adapted also facilitates reformulating the specification. making

back to the original problem (using solution adapta- trade-offs, and relaxing constraints. There may also

tions that are associated with the problem transforma- be general and domain-specific strategies for setting

tions). A set of "creativity heuristics" is used to trans- priorities that we haven't discovered yet.

form the problem. Examples include generalizing a Priorities must be set flexibly, however. It is inter-
constraint (and perhaps suspending it altogether), and esting that in the design episode, the reformulation
adapting a constraint to require a related, but slightly of the original problem to one of launching eggs indi-
different outcome (e.g., injuring instead of killing). vidually was proposed in response to the problem of

However, MINSTREL does not address important fo- launching a heavy object from water which would re-
cus questions, such as what guides the problem re- quire a large launch force. However, the design at the
formulation? Which features or constraints should be end of the episode (flinging all eggs at once) lost this

adapted? We believe that incorporating feedback from advantage of individual weaker launches, since it re-

the evaluation of proposed alternatives can provide fo- quires just as strong a launch force to launch all eggs

cus. Evaluation can home in on what is ambiguous as a group as it does to launch them individually, but

or vague in the problem specification and try to take in parallel. The designer must be able to opportunis-

advantage of new views that result from relaxing or tically realize that a solution is good, even though it
pushing the limits of the constraints. Also. when the might not fit the original goals or address concerns that

need to compromise arises, conflicting constraints come were primary earlier. If a positive aspect of a proposed
into focus and the designer considers how they can be solution makes a new constraint or goal explicit (e.g..
changed. "be entertaining" or "look neat") or solves some other

In the example episode, trying to understand how pending problem, then the designer must be able to
"a recalled design solves a pending problem (launching weaken the relative importance of the conflicting goals
"a heavy projectile from the water) draws attention to or constraints.
"a constraint that can be relaxed. S3 realized that the
submarine doesn't launch one heavy object. but several Summary: Lessons Learned and Open
relatively small missiles one at a time. This revealed Issues
a constraint in the current problem (launch all eggs at
once) that could be relaxed (launch each egg one at a Our seven-week exploratory study broadened our un-

time). derstanding of the role cases can play in design. Not

Note that the problem of focus in reformulation is only are previous designs useful in generating design al-

not just how does a designer know which constraint of ternatives and in predicting the outcomes of proposed

several given constraints can productively be changed. designs. They also aid evaluation, visualization, and
It is also one of reveali.g the constraint in the first simulation. These are key to performing the kinds of
place. The students did not think of their problem in complex elaborations and reformulations of both solu-

terms of moving a group of eggs in a single launch. tions and problem specifications that are characteristic
They assumed the egp would be launched all at once of creative design. In particular, previous design cases
as a group, but this assumption was not explicit. Con- help address many focus issues that permeate these
trasting problems solved by previous designs with the activities.
current problem is an important way to make explicit Understanding the role previous design cases play,
the underlying assumptions so that the designer can the aspects that designers pay attention to, and on
decide whether the assumed constraints are essential what basis cases are recalled helps determine a) the
or can be lifted, content of design cases and b) how to index them.

Which problem constraints are of primary Case Content
importance? From our observations of creative designers, we are
Of several solutions under consideration, one might be starting to identify the types of information cases
more appropriate than the others or several might each should contain. These include symbolic descriptions of



a device's common functions and behaviors, its struc- springs by compressing them, they noticed that the
tural composition, causal descriptions of how it works, springs bent. One student mentioned that if they were
and the results of its operations, how it fails, and its to use springs, they would have to encase the springs in
pros and cons. Many of these can be encoded straight- collapsible tubes to prevent bending. Later. they saw
forwardly in the familiar framework of typical case de- a display of toilet paper holders in the store's bath-
scriptions, which in general capture a problem, its solu- room section. They immediately recognized them as
tion, and the outcome of the solution (Kolodner, 1993). collapsible tubes which could be used to support the
However, there are key representational issues to be springs.
solved. One is how to encode the imagistic information What is interesting is that the toilet paper holders
that seems to be a prominent part of what is recalled were not immediately retrieved by the abstract index
and reasoned about with respect to a device. Another "collapsible tube." The holders had to be re-indexed
issue is how to capture both abstract. general knowl- under this description when they were recognized. A
edge about devices and more specific experiences with key to sensitized recognition is refining the description
particular devices. The design cases must be repre- of the solution. The process of critiquing proposed
sented on several levels of abstraction, perhaps having ideas often yields descriptions of what an improved so-
abstract device representations associated with several lution would look like: what properties it would have,
more concrete cases that represent specific experiences what function it would provide, and what criteria it
with the device. satisfies. This primes the designer to opportunisti-

cally recognize solutions in observations of the external
Indexing world and in recently considered design options.
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Abstract All of these scenarios require creative conceptual change of a
Creive conceptual change involves (a) the constrtion particular kind. the construction of conceptual representationsneai conceptu f cohaenge beinvefsyatem. conruthon to repesent causal and predictive rltionships between sen-
of new concepts th d of coherent belief systemso fi theo sory inputs. motor actions. and the environment. I will call this
es.relating thexistig concepts. a nd tdie s in nconstructive conceptual change since it involves the construe-

extrapolation of existing ctcepts aid theories in novel tion of new concepts from sensornmotor experience. Although
situations. a discuss these and other types of conetrua this process is not usually thought of as "creative.- I will argue
chage. and present computational models of constuc- that the process is in fact so because it results in representations
cive and extrapolative processes in creative conceptual that are novel. useful. and qualitatively different from thosechange. The models have been implemented as computer thtat the reasoner initially starts out with.
programs in two very different task domains, autonomous anothe r ind of aro s ove in i c
robotic navigation and fictional story understanding. Another kind of process involved in creative conceptual

change is that commonly associated with fictional and imagi-

native scenarios. Reading a science fiction story, for example.
Introduction requires a temporay suspension of disbelief and the extension

Much research in conceptual change has focussed on develop- or adaptation of existing concepts to create a conceptual model
mental conceptual change in children. and scientific conceptual of the described situation (which may be very different from
change in expert adults. Keil (1989). for example. is concerned the reasoner's real-world experience). I will call this errrap-
with the nature of children's concepts, their differences from olative conceptual c/hange since it involves extrapolation from
concepts that adults have, and how children s concepts change existing concepts to create new ones. In addition to guiding the
through cognitive development. Such conceptual change is reasoner in the current situation. the new concepts (or systems
qualitative: not only do children learn new concepts. the na- of concepts) may be useful in other contexts as well. As I will
ture of the concepts themselves changes through development, argue, the mechanisms and knowledge involved in such rea-
The study of scientific conceptual change is concerned with soning are not unique to understanding fiction: they are really
how new conceptual structures come to replace existing con- no different from the mechanisms and knowledge involved in
ceptual structures through scientific revolutions (Kuhn. 1962) reasoning in nonfictional or real-world situations. Although
or through longer-term enterprise (Gruber. 1989). Nersessian models of creativity and conceptual change have traditionally
(1991) argues that "the problem-solving strategies scientists been developed separately from models from everyday reason-
have invented and the representational practices they have de- ing. the constructive and extrapolative processes discussed here
veloped over the course of the history of science are very so- are not viewed as being extraordinary or special: they. and the
phisticated and refined outgrowths of ordinary reasming and creative conceptual change that they result in. are an integral
representational pocesses.- part of everyday reasoning.

The conceptual change that I am concerned with here is Both constructive and extrapolative conceptual change have
the everyday kind. It involves everyday emasoning by reason- much in common with each other, as well as with develop-
ing systems. human or machine, in situations that allow (or mental and scientific conceptual change. Keil (1989) argues
require) creativity and learning. Conceptual change requires that systematic belief systems. or "theories," are important in
two kinds of creative processes: the construction of new con- developmental conceptual change. and that causal relations are
cepts from input information, and the extrapolation of existing essential and more useful in such theories than other sorts of
concepts in novel and unfamiliar situations. The first kind of relations (see also Neisser. 1987). Causal belief systems are
process involves reformulating low-level information, such as critical in extrapolative conceptual change as well since they
sensoremotor data. into higher-level abstractions. For example. guide aid constrain the creative adaptations performed by the
a reasoner in a strange environment may improve its ability reasoner. Keil views concepts as partial theories in that they
to act in that environment by learning about the effects of its embody explanations or mental models of the relations be-
actions in that environment (for example. learning to control a tween their constituents, of their origins. and of their relations
car on the highway). The actions themselves may be new and to otherclusters offeatures (see also Johnson-Laird. 1983: Mur-
unfamiliar: a reasoner may need to learn about its own actions phy & Medin. 1985). Similarly, the representations constructed
and the interactions of these actions with the environment (for through extrapolative and constructive conceptual change also
example. leaming to drive a car in the first place). The reasoner embody such explanations (albeit not always "correct- ones).
may also need to learn about the structure of the environment Analogy and mental modelling play a crucial role in theories
itself (for example. learning the layout of the roads in a city). of scientific conceptual change (e.g., Nersessian. 1991). and in



extrapolativeconceptual change as well. All these types of con- which the reader must leant enough about an alien world in a
ceptual change rely both on inductive and analytical reasoning short text in order to accept it as the background for the story.
processes, though sometimes to different extents. Typically, and simultaneously must understand the story itself. ISAAC
analytical processes are used when appropriate theories are implements a process of extrapolative conceptual change which
available to support analysis (such as in experts). and induc- is based on the creative extrapolation. modification, or exten-
live processes are used when such theories are not available sion of existing concepts and theories to invent new ones. The
(such as in novices). In addition to the creation of individual extrapolation is constrained by the content of the story. by the
concepts and their gradual evolution through experience, con- system's existing concepts and theories, and by the require-
ceptual change may also involve the reorganization of an entire ments of the reading and understanding lask.
system of concepts. As the case studies will reveal, there is much in common be-

The decomposition of the processes of conceptual change tween these two systems despite their superficial differences.
into constructive and extrapolative is a functional one. Rather Both systems use multiple types of knowledge. and multiple
than discuss conceptual change in children and adults. in layper- types of reasoning processes. Both rely on multiple sources of
sons and scientists, or in physics and mathematics. I will focus constraints on these processes. including theories, knowledge
on the underlyingfunctions of conceptual change (the construc- and knowledge organization. and actual experience. Creative
tion and evolution of concepts). on the mechanisms that achieve conceptual change in both systems is a process of gradual evolu-
these functions, and on the knowledge that these mechanisms lion of concepts to create better approximations of the observed
rely on. Such a decomposition is methodologically useful be- world. Both systems learn autonomously through experience.
cause it allows us to study the types of knowledge and processes The new concepts contribute significantly to the systems* abili-
that underlie conceptual change and their commonalities across ties to carry out their respective tasks. and may be very different
different performance tasks, domains, and levels of expertise from those that the systems initially started out with.
of the reasoners. In this paper. I will discuss computational The differences between the systems are also of interest.
models of constructive and extrapolative conceptual change. SINS reliesdirectlyonitsexperiences in thereal world. whereas
focussing in particular on two computer programs that instanti- ISAAC's real world is that of natural language texts which vi-
att: the models in two ye: Jifferent "everyday- task domains. cariously describe fictional world experiences of fictional char-
The computer programs aid in the development and evalua- acters. ISAAC integrates its processes using explicit arbitration
ton of the models. and provide an experimental framework for and control: thus. conceptual change in ISAAC is guided by the
further exploration of theoretical ideas. I will conclude with particular needs and goals of the program. SINS. in contrast.
a discussion of a framework for the integration of these (and learns "automatically" through its task performance. and thus
other) methods of conceptual change into a single "multistrat- is better characterized as having an implicit orientation or goal
egy" system. to learn (Barsalou. discussed in Leake & Ram. 1993).

The two systems are discussed in more detail below.
Case studies in creative conceptual change

The computer programs presented here serve as case studies of Constructive conceptual change
constructive and extrapolative processes in conceptual change. Many machine learning and conceptual change systems have
The first program. called SINS (Self-Improving Navigation traditionally been used in problem domains that can be ad-
System) is an autonomous robotic navigation system that learns equately described using discrete. symbolic representations.
to navigate in an obstacle-ridden world (Ram & Santamaria, However. an important type of conceptual change is that which
1993). Autonomous robotic navigation is the task of find- occurs in continuous problem domains. In order to actually per-
ing a path along which a robot can physically move through form a task in the real world, for example. an agent (human or
a given environment and then executing the actions to carry robot) must be able to accept perceptual or sensory inputs from
out the movement in a real or simulated world. The ability to the environment, select an appropriate action based on its goals.
adapt to changes in the environment, and to learn from expe- the input, and the task at hand. and then carry out that action
riences. is crucial to adequate performance and survivability through appropriate motor control commands to its effectors.
in the real world. SINS uses fast robotic control augmented Perception and action are inherently continuous in three ways:
with multiple learning methods that allow the system to adapt they require representations of continuous information. they
to novel environments and to learn from its experiences. The require continuous performance (for example. driving a car).
core of the system is a constructive conceptual change mecha- and they require continuous adaptation and learning.
nism that autonomously and progressively constructs represen- For example. consider the problem of spatial representation
tational structures that encapsulate the system's experiences. and exploration in a real-world environment. An agent learn-
These structures comprise a higher-level representation of the ing about its physical environment through exploration might
system's perceptual and sensorimotor interactions with its en- build a cognitive map representing topological and metrical
vironment. and are used to aid the navigation task in two ways: information about the space around it. Several studies have
they allow the system to dynamically select the appropriate suggested that cognitive maps are organized into layers (e.g..
robotic control behaviors in different situations, and they also Lynch. 1960, Piaget & Inhelder, 1967: Siegel & White. 1975).
allow the system to adapt selected behaviors to the immediate The cognitive map contains information about space. locations,
demands of the environment, connectivity, and distance, learned gradually through interac-

The second case study is based on a computer progran tion with and exploration of the envionmenL These studies
called ISAAC (Integrated Story Analysis And Comprehen- have motivated computational models of robot map-learning
sion). which is a natural language understanding system that as well. For example. Kuipers & Byun (1991) describe a sim-
reads short stories from the science fiction genre (Moorman & ulated robot. NX. that learns a hierarchy of types of spatial
Ran. 1993). Such stories require creative understanding. in knowledge organized into sensorimotor, control, procedural.



topological. aid metical knowledge. At tie lowest level, the RObOt Agent
robot has access oraw sensory data from the environment. The
robot~s representation of the space surrounding it undergoes a "N
series of conceptual changes sensorimotor data (which is
continuous ad numerical) is refomnulated and abstracted into
successively higer-lev descriptio (which we discrete and
symbolic). This is an example of what I am calling constructive 1 O
concepul chaige in this paper.

The SINS system discussed here also learms from continuous
sensorimotor information. but addresses a somewhat different
problem in constructive conceptual change: that of leaning
the approprie concepts for dynamic and adptive control of Envir ment
action. In 'ddition to learning about the environment around
it. in agent must also learn about the interactions of its be-
havian with the environment. It must learn what effects its Figwre 1: Architecture of the self-improving robot navigation

actions have and when different actions are appropriate. This system.
problem is different from the map-leaming problem becaue
it involves constructing representations. not just of the envi-
ronment. but of the agent's interactions with the environment. planning is performed instead, a simple sensory representation
Often. action and learning are i"crmental of necessity because of the environment is used to select the next action that should
the agent's knowledge is limited and because the environment be performed. Actions are represented as simple behaviors.
is unpredictable: the agent can at best execute the most promis- which can be selected and executed rapidly. often in real-time.
ing short-term actions available to it and then re-evaluate its These methods can cope with unknown and dynamic environ-
progress. An agent navigating in an unfamiliar environment, mental configurations, but only those that lie within the scope
for example, may not know where obstacles lie until it actu- of predetermined behaviors.
ally encounters them. As the problems encountered become In a complex and dynamic environment, an agent needs to
more varied and difficult. it becomes necessary to use avail- develop a combination of the above abilities: a fast and ac-
able knowledge in an incremental manner to act. and to rely curate perception process, the ability to reliably map sensory
on continuous feedback from the environment to adapt actions inputs to higher-level representations of the world, the ability
aid learn from experiences. The problem solving and learning to reliably predict the effects of its actions, and the ability to
process must operate continuously: there is no time to 'stop respond immediately to unexpected situations. Furthermore.
aind think. nor a logical point in the process at which to do to ensure adequate performance and survivability in the real
so. Through this on-going process. the agent must construct world, the agent's ability to perform these functions must adapt
higher-level conceptual representations that constitute its "un- to changes in the environment and improve through experi-
derstanding' of the world and of its interactions with the world. ence. In the SINS system. we have focussed on the problem

SINS addresses this problem by constructing conceptual of constructing represetations of the agent's interactions with
structures that encapsulate continuous sensorimotor experi- its environment. These representations model the environment
ence. These structures are modified continuously even as they and the effects of the agent's actions in that environment. and
are used to guide action. Through experience, these stnuc- provide a basis for selecting appropriate actions in a possibly
tures evolve into stable perception-action models ind result in unfamiliar environment.
improved performance on a wide range of input environments. SINS uses schema-based reactive control for fast perfor-

mance (Arkin. 1989). augmented with multistrategy learning
Technical details: The SINS system methods that allow the system to adapt to novel environ-

Autonomous robotic navigation is defined as the task of finding ments and to learn from its experiences (see figure 1). The
a path along which a robot can move safely from a source point system autonomously aid progressively constructs representa-
toadestination point inao bstac!e.ridden terrain (path planning) tonal structures that encapsulate its experiences into "cases-
and executing the actions to twry Clt the movement in a real that are then used to aid the navigation task in two ways: they
or simulated world (plan exect;!;oa). Several methods have allow the system to dynamically select the appropriate robotic
been proposed for this task. ranging from high-level planning control behaviors in different situations. and they also allow the
methods to reactive methods. system to adopt selected behaviors to the immediate demands

High-level planning methods use extensive world knowl. of the environment (see figure 2).
edge and inferences about the environment they interact with The system's cases ae automatically constructed using a
(e.g.. F'ies. Hart & Nilsson. 1972: Sacerdoti. 1975). Knowl- hybrid cuse-based and reinforcement learning method without
edge about available actions and their consequences is used to extensive high-leve reasoning. The learning and navigation
formulate a detailed plan before the actions are actually exe- modules function in an integrated mane=. The learning mod-
cuted in the world. These methods can successfully perform ule is always trying to find a better model of the interaction of
the path-finding required by the navigation task. but only if an the system with its environment so that it can tune the navi-
accurate and complete representation of the world. and of avail- gation module to perform its function better. The navigation
able actions and their effects, is available to the agent. Situated module provides feedback to the learning component so it can
or reactive control methods have been proposed as an alterna- build a better model of this interaction. The behavior of the
tive to high-level planning methods (e.g.. Arkin. 1989: Brooks. system is the result of an equilibrium point established by the
1986; Kaelbling, 1986: Payton. 1986). In these methods, no learning module, which is trying to refine the model. and the



regularities that the cue is beginning to capture. thus. it is
worthwhile modifying the cue in the direction of the current

* situation. Alternatively. if the match is not quite as good. the
should nol be modified because that will take it away from

the regularity it has been conivergmin trord~s. Finally. if thecurnt situation is a very btd fit to the cue. it makes more

cuense to fcrt a new case to represent what is probably a new
casOf situations.

information about the confisuraton of the environaent. and

conrolpaameer spciy hw o aop the motor outputs of
the navigation module in the environments to which the cue is
applicable. Each type of information is represented as a vector

Figure 2: Typical navigational behaviors of the autonomous of aalog values. Each analog value coresponds to a quin..
robotic system. The figure on the left shows the non-learning titative variable (a sensory input or a Control parnmeter) at a
system with high obstacle avoidance and low goal attraction. specific time. and a vector of such values represents the trend
On the right. the learning system has lowered obstacle avoid- or recent history of the corresponding variable. This represen-
ance and increased goal attraction, allowing it to -squeeze- taison has tr ena"l properties. First, the rerentation
through the obstacles and then take a relatively direct path to is capable of capturing a wide range of possible sociations

betweew x sensory inputs and schema parameters. Second. itthe goal. permits continuous progressive refinement of the associations.
Finally, the representation captres trends or ptterns of input

environment, which is complex aNd dynamic in nature. This and output values over time. This allows the system to detect
equilibrium may shift and need to be re-established if the en- patterns over larger time windows ratiter than having to make
vironment changes drastically: however, the model is generic a decision pus ed only on ins.mteou values of perceptual
enough at any point to be able to deal with a very wide range S.
of environments. Sets of sensory inputs and ctter pianesin ge associated

The learning methods are bused on a combination of ideas by group their vectors together into a single cue. This
from case-based reasoning and learning, which deals with the grouping induces (albeit implicitly) a set of concepts that can
issue of using put experiences to deal with and learn from be used to describe a control strategy or an environmental reg-
novel situations (e.g.. Hammond. 1989). and from reinforce- ularity. For example. if SINS is getting deeper into a crowded
ment learning. which deals with the issue of updating the con- are& the values of the sesry i resnp osible for object
tent of system's knowledge based on feedback 'r(rn the envi- detection will increase over time. A useful strategy in such
ronment (e.g.. Sutton. 1992). Each case in SINS represents an a situation might be to back out and go around the obstacles.
observed regularity between a particular environmental con- However. such a sategy cannot be expressed in purely percep-
figuration and the effects of different actions. and prescribes tual terms; it requires the concepts of crowdedness. retreat. and
the values of the control parameters that are m,,,t appropri- so on. which are qualitatively different from the sensorimotor
ate (as far as the system can determine based ,m it% previous information that is initially available to the system.
experience) for that environment. Since learning and adaptation are based on a relative simi-

The learning module performs the following ta.k% in a cyclic larity measure, the overall effect of this process is to cause the
manner- (I) perceive and represent the current environment: cases to converge on stable associations between environment
(2) retreve a case which represents an environment most sim- configurations and control parnreters. Stable associations rep-
ilar to the current environment; (3) adapt the motor control resent regularities in the world that have been identified by
parameters in use by the navigation module based tn the rec- the system through its experience. and provide the predictive
omendations of the cuer and (4) Irm new &%sociations power necessary to navigate in future situations. The asump-

d/or adapt existing associations represented in the case to re- tim behind this method is that the interaction between the
fect any new information gained through the use of the case in system and the environment can be characterized by a finite set
the new siuaion to enhace the reliability of their predictions. of causal patterns or associations between the sensory inputs

Since learning is not supervised by an outside expert. one and the actions performed by the system. The method allows
of the issues to be addressed is how the system can determine the system to learn these cansal pattern and to use them to
whether the current experience should be used to modify and modify its actions by updating its motor control parameters as
improve an existing case. or whether a new case should be aPpopriate.
created. In SINS. this is done through an inductive procedure One disadvantage of the analog representations is that they
thatuses inomation about priorapplicationsofthecase. When are not easy to interpret, making it difficult for a human ob-
acaseisretuievedaidapplied tothecurrent siwation.a"relative server to chmcterize the regularities and concepts that SINS
similarity mesure is used to quantify how similar the current actually learns in a given environment. Tb evaluate the method.
environment configuration is to the environment configuration we have developed a three-dimensional interactive visualiza-
encoded by the cue. relative to how similar the environment dion of a robot navigating through a simulated obstacle-ridden
habeeninpreviousutilizationsoftheacue. Intuitively.ifacase world. and used it to test the SINS system through extensive
matches the current situation better than previous situations it empirical simulations on a wide variety of environments us-
was used in. It is likely that the situation involves the very ing several different performance metrics. The system is very



robust and can perform successfully in (ad learn from) novel Our scienitist tell us dim Men were very much like
* envirournemis without my usfr intervention or supervisory in- us--aid do.seleo of a Man is. to be smz. almost die
* put. yelto It -o psee favorably with traitional reactive methods sone as dhe skeleto of a Robot. except dio it's mae&

in term of squon aid perfourmance (Rarn A Saumanmia. 1993). of some calcium compqound insead of ftismumu. just she
Furthermore. the syseent desigers do notumed to forebee and sane. there we other differences.
ftrL'ent all the possibilities that might occur since the system It was on my last field trip. to one of die inner planets.
develops its own -understanding- of the world aid its actions that I met the Man. He must have been the last Man in this

SINS carres cou a constructive conceptual ch~g process in system. and be~d forgoitten how to talk-he'd been alone
which new conceplumm representations. ofreagulmities in system-. so long. 'a planned to bring him beck with me. Something
4nviromnent sensmormtor interactions ane created hivough ex- happened to him, thug.
patience. The process results in a qualitative shift in dhe sys- One day. for no reamo amall. he complained of the hem.
acms wintedna -theory- of perception and action, and results in I checked his temperature and decided dim his thermostat
new concepts dim ane creative by virue of being both origi- circuits were shot. I hed a kit of field speres with mne. and
nal ai useful (Koestler. 1964: Turner. 1991). As one might he was obviously out of order. so I went to work. I pushed
expect. the creation of ame concepts in SINS (aid in other the needl into his neck to operate the cut-off switch, aid
systemnssuch as NX) is an incremnental process aid involves. be stopped moving. just like a Robot. But when I opened
in addition to die abstraction Of low-level inputs into higher- him up he wan~t dhe sane inside. And when I put him
level representations. the modification of such representmionts beck together I coukbm' get him running again. Then W~
in response to future experiences. In this sens. coustnactive son of weathered away-aid by the time I was ready to
conceptual change involves some degree of extampolmtion as come home. abouit a yewr later, there was nc~hing lcft of
well. However. since this extrapolation does not require the him but bones. Yes. Men an indeed different.
kinds of creative leaps as those neddin die ISAAC system. In ore to unestad thi str. the redrmust infer dimt the
die latter provides a better case study of extrapolative concep- narraor is a robot dim robots an die doninant lifeformn in die
tual chaige aid is disussed next. future, dimt hiumnas have practically died out. tha robots an

Extrpoltiveconeptul ~capable of making logical anrm such as the ones that the narra-
Extrpobiveconeptal mgetor made. and so on. The reader muss construct an approprate

In developing the SINS systern. we wer interesed in th rb model of this world. aid interpret die story with respect to this
kin of cotistructift COInceptualJ representations from contin- model even as the model evolves. The Peale must also be
uous sensorimvotor experienice. Another type of conceptual willing to suspend disbelief to understand concepts which do
change. however. is dimt which occurs when conceptual rep- not fit into a standard world view.
resentedi=n ane used to undersand a new aid unfamilia do- In ISAAC. new theories (aid associated concepts) we con-
main. The more different the domain. the. mor raiah structed tlvough extrapolation aid modification of existing the-
change. In dhe ISAAC system. we an focussing on dhe con- ories and concepts. The extrapolation is constrained by the ac-
struction of new concepts (aid associated theories) through tea content of die story. by die system's existing theores aid
creative theory-guided transfer of existing concepts to a new concepts. and by the cognitive constraints on the reading and
domain. This process is largely analytical aid involves analog- mdrtdigmechanisms that ane responsible for processing
ical and metaphorical reasoning. There are two central issues the story. No reader. machine or human, could have the time.
here: what an die processes by which existing theories ane memory. aid other resources to read every single word in a
extrapolated. aid what is the nature of die cortsmrunis on these story in-depth aid to consider all the inanifications of each
processes? word. The. reader'*s environment (the story), knowledge (ex-

ISAAC explores these ideas in the domain of recahng shr isting concepts). goals aid task (e.g., Ran & Hunter. 1992).
stories fronm the science fiction literature. Consider she follow- and cognitive resources available to die processing machinery
ing short story. Men Are Diferent by Alum Bloch (1963). (e.g.. Just & Carpenter. 1992) interact to constrain the possible

I'm i sehuoogis. ad Me anmy bsinss, ust trapolation to a more manageable level.
I'm n aimoogit, id en ae m buines. ust The story understanding processes in ISAAC an not unique

the sane. I wonder If we'll ever Aind out about Men-I to science Aiction stories. of course. Understanding any fictional
meat realtv Anrd out what made Mme different fromt us story requires similw kinds of processing. The sarne is true of
Robots-by digging wround On the dead Planets. You see. nonfictiocial stories as well as unfarniliw real-world scenar-
I lived with a Mat once, ai I know it isnat as simple as ios. although diee types and degree of conceptual modifications
they tol us back in school. rqie a edfee

We have a few Pr neods of course, aid Robots like bedfrnt
mne an filling in some: of die gaps. but I think now tha Technical detaib: The ISAAC system
we areen's really getting anywhere. We bnow, or at least
the historians say we know. dim Men cane forom a planet The ISAAC system consists of six "supertusks.- each of which
called Earth. We know, too, tha they rode out bravely is made up of several sbub tatk i interact with each other.
from star to sta-, aid wherever they stopped. they left The tasks an based on resewrch in psychiolinguistics (e.g.. Hol-
colonies-Men. Robots, aid sometimes both-aganst brook. Eiselt & Maliesh. 1992 vat Dijk & Kintsch. 1983).
their return. But they never cane back reading comprehension (e~g.. Black & Seifers. 1981:; Graesser.

Those were die shining days of die world. But an Golding. & Long. 199 1). story understanding (e.g.. Birnbaum.
we so old now? Men had a bright flarne-dihe old word 1986; Ranm 1991; Rumnefliart 1977). episodic memory (e.g..
Is "divine." I think--that flung diem fa acros the night Kolodner. 1984: Stiumk. 1982). analogy (e.g.. Falkenhainer.
skies, aid we have lost die strands of the web they wove. 1987; (entner. 1989). creativity (e.g.. Gruber. 1989: Schenk



& Lmke. 1990). and metacognition (e.g.. Gavelek & Raphael.
1963: Schmeider. 1963; lnler. 1967: Wellmm. 1985). The - ,
*p s ieuha amd ther functions e summarized below. I,

Sis responsible for low-level text a.m ,
understanding. incisingt lexical, retrival. syntactic paring.
pronoun reference. punctuation analysis. and tense analysis.ew

Story suoevt ui-sAtlading focusses on details of die !omb .. ft---k ,.
text which relae to smoy htructure. including character idea- . ____________

tfcation (protagonist. antagonist). setting identificatioun (time.
location). plot descfipti. mid gemre , entih"cat"on. _ "

Epibaie .mustaaing caries out the event representation Figure 3: Knowlege repesenati grid.
(Mat. action. stae. object. location). agent modelling (agentsr
gmos. knowledge. and beliefs), and action modelling tus dim
me central to mudersalding fictional. narmive or real-world in a "Ihrse- with wings-a pegasus. Another option is to add
episodes- new constaints or features to existing concepts, or to combine

Expainudtim mi rud nimlmg is responsible for high-level two concepts together. Suitcases. for example. do not nor-
reasoning and leaing tasks. including those supporting spe- mally have a mode of locomotion: adding one .may result in an
cilic language understanding tub such ma unknown word dei- independently mobile suitcase, much like the one depicted in
nition, mid genersl tasks such as belief mauagement. inference. Tery Pratchett's (1983) story. The Colour of Magic. Creativ-
creative analogy, interest maagement. and learning. ity may also result from relaxed constraints on memory search

Memory mamaemmt canes out memory storage and re- processes. such as in the "imaginmfive memory" of Turner's
trieval. including spoutaneous reinnding mid cue construction. (1991) MINSTREL system.

Metacitrol is responsible for integration of the other su- A problem with such concept manipulation is that it is dif-
pertuks. and for focus of attention, tme management. and ficult to specify principled constraints on this process. Could
suspension of disbelief. Since it is unreasonable to assume that a toaster be a good mode of horse locomotion? Up to a cer-
the system would have complete metacognitive access to all tain limit. constraint manipulation will result in concepts which
its internal processes (Nisbett & Wilson. 1977). metacontrol could be called creative. afte which the resulting concepts may
and metacuoning operate on supertasks mid do not access the be too bizare to be useful. However. utility mid interes --gness
individual tasks directly. The superasks in turn control the ae not inherent in paticular concepts. but can only be evalu-
individual tub that they me responsible for. ed with respi to the reasoner's knowledge. the oranizaion

We chose scin fiction stoies as the domain for ISAAC of this knowledge. the esoner's goas. the task a hand. the
bc it is a puticularly good one to study what one might environment in which the reasoner is cuiying out its tasks (in
call -creative understanding." People cam comprehend stories the case of ISAAC. the story), mid general pr sing heuristics
which have no bais in fact. and which my require invention (Pinto. Shrager & BDelhendial. 1992; Run. 1990).
of concepts and theories which we radically different from In ISAAC. the knowledge orgaiuzation scheme provides a
those in the real world. The process of understanding the structure for the conceptual change process. ISAAC's knowl-
un-understandable involves the exu'apolative type of creative edge boe is organized into a semantic network, which is in-
conceptual change. A central requirement is the willingness of dexed through a multidimensional grid (see figure 3). The
the reader to suspend his or her disbelief of the mwerial being rows of the grid represent "tmmaic roles" for elqutation: for
presented or the assumpitions being made about the fictional concepts representing events, these include action, agent. state.
world (Corrigan. 1979). Consider the ambigtu'i title of a mid object. The columns of the grid represent "conceptual do-
LaM Niven (1973) story, Flight of the Horse. This phrase mains." such as physical, mental, social, emotional, and tempo-
could refer to a leeing horse. a horse on am airplane flight. or to ral. For exuample. a trasfer is a generic action. Different types
a flying horse. If a story understanding system relied on a belief of transfers can be represented as physical (e.g.. the PTRANS
in the validity of world knowledge. it would disambiguate the primitive of Schank. 1972). mental (e.g.. MTRANS). and social
plrase to eliminate the later mreing since it "lmows" horses (e.g.. ATRANS). The grid also allows the system to represent
cannot Bly. This may be incorrect if the story was about a emotional mid temporal transfers (see also Domeshek. 1992).
flying horse (or a pegasus). which is perfectly reasonable in a Concept extrapolaion is accomplished by moving around
science fiction or mythological story. As I agued earlier, these the grid. leading to creative and metquhoical interpretations
considerations me not uniqu to science fiction stories: even of known concepts. Each type of movement incurs a cost to
factual stories (such as newspqaer stories) in domains that are the system. depending on the degree to which the concept has
not completely understood may require the system to consider been altered. Movement within a single cell is the easiest type
the possibility that its curren understanding of the domain is to perform. movement along a single row or a single column
incomplete or incorrect (e.g.. Run. 1993). is more difficulL and adqaations requiring movement across

To understand concepts which donot fit intoa stmidad world both rows mid columns me the most diffiult. Although the
view. the system attempt to modify existing concepts (Schank. details of the grid me still under development. the point is
1986). This usually involves extending or adqating not just that the system ries to perform the least amount of adaptation
a single concept. but systems of concepts--di is. theories. necessary. guided by the grid, such that the resulting concepts
This modiication cmi occur in several ways. Definitional con- cma explain and provide a stnctue for the input.
straints may be relxed to produce concepts with alternative For exuample. many temporal metaphors can be represented
consuaints. For example. relaxing the definitional constraint as analogies between the physical and temporal columns of the
that a horse's prinmy mode of locomotion is its legs may result grid (Lakoff & Johnson. 1980). In a sentence such as "True has



passed he by. fm exape a leimpor em is described in cesc Of reasoning and laning (Gruber. 1989). Similaly.
physical WWm. Old 0 Omse bject (6101C) is described at the conceptual change un SINS als occurs through the nomatal
agent of the physical action. Similarly. in the second paragraph processes of perception and control of action. Everyday rea-
of Men Are Dffv,. "i amms~ redly Vemil" anywhere" is a saming is robust. adaptive. and creative; no special process need
atmphoricalurn of kwIms fteephysicalactim siodescribe be postulated to model or explain these capabilities.
a Meal acien. Suca a matagh. Nm*uk a MWge creative
aqi thu a adopemin whis dinte physical coismu alone, tuch MusoU in Sdmks (1966) example is which a analogy is draw Ons the siirfwe. th models of constructive and extrapolative

batwuem a joggar and a wacaherue Coad..lns with the earier ~~~~-
horn locomotion euamples. a hams wThM wimps Involves -n cneta hnepeetdab~ pervr itrn.Th

adpaion in which a known mode of locosmotion (wings) is SINS model is inherently experiential and can be characterized
esiubud for another one (legs). and is less bizare than n as constflcive induction of representations from sensorimotor

k~depeaead mobile UNacUS with whip in which as muwu- U5W". whetea the ISAAC model issbased am vicariou exPe-
mmobectivie nowimmcapa iihainvmed~ut ence and can be characterized as theory-guided transfer of

ploiRPCS1 moe~d e oflcooions what nwit exinseted prviutly concepts to a new domain, The former is mostly inductive.
lAitble) P. howvr tfitadiuedpsaentasl whereas the loate is mostly analytical. In ISAAC. multiple

a saicus with wimps (perbqie aurplane wig *ahrta bird processes we integrated through (somse degree of) explicit ar-
wimps) mg met own in t ih cnet butratinam d control: in SINS. the processes wre automatic and

InI Men Are Diffeuvm,. nobots. which in the real world we the integrative control mechanisms we implicit.
physical objects use. a ol in mauatuig w ocpu It is an open question how these models which are. in some

-sense. at opposite ends of the spectrunm of creative conceptualalized as independent volitional agents. The reader must adopt change might be unified into a single friamework. Quine (1977)
this view to build an appropriate story model. Interestingly. suggests that eary concepts may be more perceptual. being de-
the Imoy in this story derives frost die fact that the robot in th fined inductively using an "innate similarity notion or spacing
story performs what one -qight view as the reverse inference. of qualities." and Lowe concepts may become more *vientif-
cace-ptualhuing the m oan aphysialobjecttoberepaired in a ically sophisticated.- conceptual . and theory-eunbedded (see
ummerP that one might use to repeir a physical robotic device. aloKi,18) un a neetdi h su fdvlp
It is imnportanit o note MethatUe invented concepts are rreal- meto aualkns mu erhap in teisun ea cofl deueveop
within the context of the story. in contrast to the -brsight flaw to integrate perceptual and conceptual change in an -ault-C
of Men-" which is metaphorical even within the fictional world. reaming system.
Similarly, a sentence such as -Witter is rapidly approaching" 7b facilitate integration. it is useful to look at commonalities
usm a spatial metaphor to describe a temporal event. whereas between the models. Although the SINS model is closer to a-
time travel may in fact be a r*eal- concept in a story. Un- tual perceptual features in real world and the ISAAC model is
derstusding this concept involves adapting knowledge about Close to theories and mental models, both are based in real ex-
actions. states. and causality from the physical column of the perience (whether personal or vicarious), and are constrained
grid to the temporal. Such adaptation is the heart of the ex- by the interaction between the system and the environment.
trapolative conceptual change process. Once the nSew concepts Bo0th are creative processes. and result not just in learning
and theories are built. they can be used to unders.tand the story but in conceptual change as well. In SINS. raw sensorimotor
within the framework of these concepts; in turn. this may result inomto is encapsulated into predictive perception-action
in futher modification of the conIcepts. modls, and in ISAAC. existing theories are modified to pro-

hIn addition to aiding in the story comlprehenision Process. the vide a belief structure for new and unfamsiliar concepts. Both
now concepts and theories can also provide a basis for future require inductive and analytical processes (although to differ-
problem solving in the real world (e.g.. Koestler. 1964). For cx- ent degrees). and both combine multiple methods of learning.
maple. reading about a fictitiouis device may prom"pt the rede concept formation, and conceptual change. Both are based on
to develop a similar device in the real world, or may help the multiple types of knowledge. In both, existing knowledge pro-
resera understand a similar device when it is actually encoun- vides consmtrits on reamoing and learning processes. Both
sUed at some later point. Motorola's MicrTAC hand-held types of creative conceptual change model a gradual evolution
personal cellular phone. for instance. hat a strong resemblance of concepts to better approximate the observed world and in
to the hand-held personal communctr used in the Star Trek both, evolving concepts are used in the performtance task even
television series. Goodman. Waterman & Altermart's (1991) us they are moedified. These Ooirsss also highlight many of sim-
SPATR system uses a simila cue-bused reamoing process to Unrities between the models of constructive and extrapolative
understand novel devices (such as an Airpisone) and naural conceptual change presented herm and othe models of concep-
language instructions for using thee devices bused on hier- tual change. including models of developmental and scientific
archical spatial models of known devices (such us an ATM). conceptual change.
Reading about a creative problem solving episode may also One framework for integration of these (and other) meth-
allow the reader to replay the observed solution process on a ods of conceptual change is through a multistrategy learning
real-world problem in a manner similar to Carboneil's (1986) model. in which various learning methods are combined into
derivational analogy, a unified framework. Recent attention to such models is evi-

Stories th at e not creative can also be understood and used dent in machine learning (e.g.. Carbonell. Knoblock & Minton.
in such ways. of course, Ite mechanisms of conceptual change 1991: Michalski & lbcuci, 1993) and cognitive psychology
discussed here we an integral pars of ordinary reasoning. Crc- (e.g.. Anderson. 1983; Wisniewski & Media. 1991). Multi-
ative understanding in ISAAC is not implemented through a strategy approaches provide the flexibility and power required
separate -creativity- process. but rather through normal pro- in practical. real-world domains.



Them are seveul methods of integrating multiple leanimg Acknowlegemmnts
algorituhs inloa single system (see Michalski & Tacuci. 1993).
One such fhanework is dhN used in thle MetW-AQUA and Metw Juth Cal Seatrh an a ed Kenneti Moorns codributed to
TS systems (Ram & Cox. 1993; Ran. Cox & Narayan. 1992). ude alie t thrank ikemCxenEioc descrbed fore. i
In this model. the resoning system actively selects and would also like to n Mike Cox ahd Eric D eshek for t
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Abstract
One method for making analogies is to access and instantiate abstract domain

principles, and one method for acquiring knowledge of abstract principles is to discover
them from experience. We view generalization over experiences in the absence of any
prior knowledge of the target principle as the task of hypothesis formation, a subtask
of discovery. Also, we view the use of the hypothesized principles for analogical design
as the task of hypothesis testinx. another subtask of discovery. In this paper, we focus
on discovery of physical principles by generalization over design experiences in the
domain of physical devices. Soinc important issues in generalization from experiences
are what to generalize from atn .. perience, how far to generalize, and what methods
to use. We represent a reasotr's comprehension of specific designs in the form of
structure-behavior-function (S1 I -, models. An SBF model provides a functional and
causal explanation of the working. of a device. We represent domain principles as device-
independent behavior-function ( 11 F) models. We show that (i) the function of a device
determines what to generalize from its SBF model, (ii) the SBF model itself suggests
how far to generalize, and (iii) the typology of functions indicates what method to use.

1 Introduction

Analogy, as it is commonly accepted, plays an important role in reasoning. Making analogies,

however, is not always easy due to the difficulty of retrieving the right analog from memory

and deciding on what to transfer from the retrieved analog to the problem at hand. One

"An earlier, shorter paper appeared in the Proceedings of AID'92 workshop on "Machine Learning in
Design," June 1992, Pittsburgh, USA, and in the Proceedings of ML'92 workshop on "Machine Discovery,"
July 1992, Aberdeen, Scotland.



method of analogical transfer is to directly map the analog to the current problem [Gen-

tner, 1983]. This method also forms the basis of much recent work in case-based reasoning

[Kolodner and Simpson, 1989; Riesbeck and Schank, 1989; Hammond, 1989; Rissland and

Ashley, 1987: Alterman, 1988]. For example, in our earlier work on case-based design, we

showed how structure-behavior-function (SBF) models of physical devices can be used for

directly mapping the designs of those devices to new problems [Goel, 1991a]. An SBF model

of a device captures the reasoner's comprehension of how the device works, that is, how the

structure of its design results in its output behaviors. While such methods can be very useful

for making analogies within a given domain, cross-domain transfer often requires higher-level

abstractions such as domain principles. Since physical principles and processes typically do

not refer to any specific device, we represent them as behavior-function (BF) models. In

this model-based method for analogical transfer, new problems are solved by accessing and

instantiating the BF models of principles and processes.

An important issue in model-based analogy is how to acquire knowledge of domain prin-

ciples. One solution is to acquire them from a teacher, which, in fact, is a common method

for acquiring such knowledge. Another method is to incrementally discover the principles

from experiences. For example, auto mechanics apparently learn principles of automobile

engineering from their experiences with auto repair although they do not always start with a

deep understanding of the domain. Similarly, electronic hobbyists often learn about electrical

processes from their experiences in designing electronic circuits and designers of heating and

cooling equipment might acquire an understanding (i.e., a model) of how "heat exchange" oc-

curs and what is "heat flow." By discovery, we mean learning a "concept" description from

examples without knowing the target concept a priori. This is unlike most explanation-

based learning systems [DeJong and Mooney, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1986] that assume some

knowledge of the target concept that needs to be learned.

The process of discovery is generally considered to have two distinct phases [Klahr and

Dunbar, 1988]: hypothesis formation and hypothesis testing. One method for hypothesis

formation is to incrementally generalize over design experiences. The use of a generalization

in analogy acts as a test for the hypothesis. Depending on the feedback from this evaluation,



a

the hypothesis may get revised (generalized further or refined).

In this paper, we focus on the formation of hypotheses about physical principles such

as the "zeroth law of thermodynamics" from experiences in designing physical devices and

briefly touch upon how they can be used for analogical design. This law states that when

a hot body is brought in thermal contact with a cold body, heat flows from the hot body

to the cold body [Fermi, 1937]. We show how the BF models of physical principles can be

acquired by a gradual removal of structural information from the SBF models of specific

devices. This process of generalization occurs while storing a design case for potential reuse.

Kerr and Duff" [1992] consider generalization of past designs as one way of rationalizing past

design knowledge such that it is useful in later design.

Generalization from experiences raises three important issues:

1. The issue of relevance: This is the issue of deciding what to generalize from an

experience. With respect to this issue, the method of pure induction over design

experiences could potentially become complex. Hence there is a need for developing

more efficient and effective learning methods that can bias the learning in design and

reduce its complexity. We show that the specification of the function of a new device

can help determine what to generalize from its SBF model, and thus alleviate the

problem of complexity with suibsequent induction.1

2. The issue of level of generalization: This is the issue of determining how far

to generalize a chosen aspect of the device. We show that the SBF model together

with the knowledge of design objects, such as components and substances, can help

determine how far to generalize.

3. The issue of method selection: This is the issue of deciding what methods to use

for generalization. We show that a typology of device functions can help to determine

what strategy to use.

Figure 1 presents the learning task we analyzed in this paper.

'In applying induction, most existing methods in machine learning assume that the instances/examples
for induction are available in batch; in contrast. our model-based method relaxes this assumption and allows
for experiences to come in incrementally.
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Input: e Design Experience [consisting of design problem (i.e.. function),
solution (i.e., structure), and explanation (i.e., SBF model)].
e.g., design of a sulfuric acid cooler.

Output: e Generic principles of the domain (represented as BF models).
e.g., the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

Method: o Model-based generalization with inductive biasing.
e.g., function of a design determines what parts of the experience to focus on.

Knowledge: o Typologv of primitive functions in the domain.
e.g., ALLOW, PUMP.

e Typology of functions in the domain (consisting of primitive functions).
e.g., substance-parameter transformation.

o Substances in the domain.
e.,.. nitric acid, water.

e t. •mponents in the domain.
e.g., pipe, chamber.

o Past design experiences in memory.
e.g., design of a nitric acid cooler.

Figure 1: Learning task analyzed in this paper

The proposed model-based method(s) for discovering physical principles from design

experiences is implemented as a learning component of IDEAL,2 an integrated system for

design by analogy and learning of abstract models, that designs physical devices such as

electrical circuits and heat exchangers.

2 Design Experience

IDEAL takes as input a specification of a function of the desired design and gives as output

a structure that realizes the specified function and an SBF model that explains how the

structure realizes that function. A design case in IDEAL specifies (i) the functions delivered

by the stored design, (ii) the structure of the design, and (iii) a pointer to the causal behaviors

of the design (SBF model). Since IDEAL solves function-to-structure design tasks, cases are

indexed by the functions that the stored designs can deliver. The design cases are organized

along multiple dimensions of generalization where the dimensions pertain to the constituents
21IDEAL stands for Integrated "DEsign by Analogy and Learning."
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of design functions.

The problem-solving component of IDEAL evolves from KRITIK, an integrated case-based

and model-based design system jGoel, 1991a; Goel. 1992]. Given the functional specification

of a desired design, IDEAL retrieves the closest matching case from the case memory. Then

it uses the SBF model of the selected design to adapt the design structure so as to meet the

given functional specification. Next it revises the SBF model of the old design to incorporate

the structural modifications and generates an SBF model for the new design. IDEAL uses

repair plans for modifying a selected design. It verifies the new design by a qualitative

simulation of the new SBF model. Finally, the new design case generated by IDEAL acts as

input to its learning component. IDEAL first learns indices to the new design case [Bhatta

and Goel, 1992] and stores the design for potential reuse. While storing design cases it notices

similarities between the SBF models of specific designs in memory and discovers principles

as described later in this article. The learned principles are intended to be evaluated and

revised by their use in cross-domain analogical design.

3 Device Models

IDEAL's functional models of specific devices are represented in the form of structure-

behavior-function (SBF) models. These models are based on a component-substance ontology

[Bylander and Chandrasekaran, 19831. This ontology gives rise to a representation language

[Goel, 1992] for describing the SBF model of a design that is a generalization on Sembug-

amoorthy and Chandrasekaran's [1986] functional representation scheme. The constituents

of the SBF model are described below.

Structure: The structure of a design is expressed in terms of its constituent components and

substances and the interactions between them. Figure 2 shows the structure of a sulfuric

acid cooler (SAC) schematically.

Function: A function is represented as a schema that specifies the behavioral state the

function takes as input, the behavioral state it gives as output, and a pointer to the internal

causal behavior of the design that achieves the function. Figure 3(a) shows a function of the

SAC, namely, heating water. The input state of the function specifies that water at location

5
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Figure 2: Sulfuric Acid Cooler

p5 in the topography of the device (Figure 2) has the properties temperature and flow,

and corresponding parameters t1 and r'. It also specifies that the water contains another

substance heat whose magnitude is q1. Similarly, the output state specifies the properties

and the corresponding parameters of the substance at location p6.

This representation of functions gives rise to a typology of functions in the domain: trans-

formation functions, control functions, maintenance functions, etc. In this article, we will

be focusing on transformation functions, which again are of several types: substance trans-

formation, substance-parameter tran4-formation, and substance-location transformation. For

example, the function of SAC is bot ii a substance-parameter transformation and a substance-

location transformation because it -pecifies a change in the parameter of the substance tem-

perature as well as a change in the -tibstance location.

Behavior: The internal causal behaviors of a device are viewed as sequences of state transi-

tions between behavioral states. The annotations on the state transitions express the causal,

structural, and functional context in which the transformation of state variables, such as

substance, location, properties, and parameters, can occur. The causal context provides

causal relations between the variables in preceding and succeeding states. The structural

context specifies different kinds of structural information such as substances, components,

structural relations among components and substances, and spatial locations in the device.

The functional context indicates which functions of components in the device are responsible

for the transition. Figure 3(b) shows the causal behavior that explains how water is heated

6
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Figure 3: Function and Behavior of Sulfuric Acid Cooler

from temperature tj to t2'. State6,l the preceding state of transitions_7, describes the

state of water at location p5 and state7, the succeeding state, at location p6.

The UNDER-CONDITION-ST RULCTURE annotation in tranaition6-7 specifies that the
behavior allow of H2SO4-pipe can allow the flow of heat only if the H2SO4-pipe CONTAI.S

sulfuric acid with a temperature of T, that is greater than ti. The qualitative parameter
relations on the substance properties3 such as those shown for teperaturci in Figure 3(b).

are a crucial part of describing the causal process underlying a transition.

4 A Model-Based Method for Hypothesis Formation

Consider, for example, the situation in which IDEAL finds multiple (e.g., two) cases to be

similar in their functions while it is storing a design case in the functionally organized case

memory. We will consider the designs of sulfuric acid cooler and nitric acid cooler whose

function ond behavior are shown respectively in Figures 3 h 4 for the purpose of illustrating

the methods. The similarity between two functions is determined by comparing the input

state and output state in them. Furthermore, similarity between two states is determined
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Figure 4: Function and Behavior of Nitric Acid Cooler

by comparing different slots in the schemas, such as substazice, location; and other

properties. For instance, a function F1 is more similar to another function F2 than it is to
F3 if the substance in both FS and F2 is same while it is different in F3. For example, the

function of a nitric acid cooler that cools nitric acid from TC to To is more similar to another

nitric acid cooler that cools nitric acid from TX to T3 than it is to a sulfuric acid cooler that

cools sulfuric acid from Ts to T2. This is based on the heuristic that changing a substance

altogether in a design is harder than changing a property of a substance. These similarity

measures are based on those used in KRITIK for accessing cases from memory (Goel, 1992].

In addition to generalizing the functions of similar design cases, IDEAL can also generalize

8



the associated SBF models for use in solving problems by analogy in a different domain with

the experience gained in one domain. However, IDEAL does not know a priori what the

target "concept" will be; hence, it formulates the generalized model as a hypothesis.

As mentioned earlier, the function of a device determines what parts of its model to

generalize. If the function is a transformation function (e.g., substance transformation,

substance-parameter transformation, substance-location transformation) then any relations

in the different types of context annotating the transitions in the behavior that describe the

corresponding change and the transitions themselves can be generalized to form meaningful

abstractions of behaviors. For example. since the function "heat water" of sulfuric acid

cooler is to transform the teaperature of the substance water from one value to another,

the transition f-insition._ 7 in Figure 3(b) is useful to focus on. The relations on the

parameters of tmperature describing the change can be generalized along with the similar

behavior of another cooler or heater. In addition to the parametric relations, other aspects

of the context, such as conditions on substance and conditions on structural relations that

involve the parameter Deing transformed, also form an important part of the content to be

generalized.

After identifying what parts of the specific models to focus on, the issue is to determine

what kinds of changes along a dimension are meaningful for generalization. In other words,

the issue is what similarities between the two models (in the focused segments of the behav-

iors) are retained, as they are, in the generalization and what differences are generalized. The

same kind of similarity metrics as those for comparing functions are used for this purpose

as well, because a focused segment of behavior includes a sequence of states and state-

transitions. However, in addtion to comparing states, the annotations on the transitions

are also compared as guided by the functions (explained above). Since generalizations tend

to deal with more qualitative parameters than specializations, we consider positive changes

(i.e., increase) and negative changes (i.e., decrease) in the parameter of the chosen property

for generalization. The changes across different models under consideration suggest the level

of generalization. Since SBF models specify different kinds of structural information (e.g.,

locations, structural relations, components etc.), successive removal of each kind leads to the

9



formation of models at different levels of abstraction. By removal, we mean two things: (i)

substitution of specific values (e.g., low and medium) by a value from a more general class

of values (e.g., qualitative-value) in a value hierarchy; and (ii) a complete deletion of specific

structural information (e.g., deleting the information that some substance moves from one

location to another). These will become clearer from the example illustrated below.

Since some functions such as that of a sulfuric acid cooler can be classified in multi-

ple ways, multiple subtasks of generalization can be performed-generalization over parame-

ter changes and generalization over changes in location. Depending on which generalization is

performed on given experiences, different types of abstract models will be formed. However,

in some cases, both might be applicable; in such a case of multiple subtasks, generaliza-

tion occurs to multiple levels. IDEAL applies both methods, when applicable, in a specific

order, that is, it generalizes over parameter changes prior to changes in location. Models

at intermediate levels of abstraction are models of prototypical devices (similar to design

prototypes [Gero, 1990]) such as the model of a heat exchanger that is applicable to both

coolers and heaters. Models at still higher levels of abstraction are such as the model of a

physical principle "the zeroth law of thermodynamics" or the physical process "heat flow."

Consider the design of a sulfuric acid cooler (Figure 2) and its function of heating water

for the purpose of illustrating the methods. The type of this function (i.e., substance-

parameter transformation as well as substance-location transformation) suggests two meth-

ods for generalization: (i) generalization over substance-parameter transformation (Figure 5)

and (ii) generalization over substance-location transformation (Figure 6). The transitions

transition2 _3 in the behavior "cool acid" of NAC (Figure 4(b)) and tranaitionr_ 7 in the

behavior "heat water" of SAC (Figure 3(b)) are selected for generalization because they

transform parameters of the substance temperature and the substance location.

The application of the method shown in Figure 5 to these two behaviors results in the

description of a generalized model as shown in Figure 7, which is the SBF model of a heat

exchanger (a prototypical device). Note that the structural information in the behaviors

of SAC and NAC is generalized and so are the parametric relations in the corresponding

transitions (Figure 7). For instance, the specific components H2SO4 -pipe and HNO3 -pipe

10



Input: e £E, the new design experience.
* E2, a design experience found to be similar to El under the same node in memory.

Output: * Generalized model from El and E2.
Procedure:
if (function of El is substance-parameter-transformation)

then
begin
(1) Get transitions, TRI and TR 2, corresponding to the transformed parameter

in El and E2 respectively.
(2) Compare the change in parameters in TR1 and TR2 qualitatively.

if (direction of change is same in TRI and TR 2)
then generalize over "range" of the parameters;
else generalize over the direction of change;

(3) Modify other context in TR1 and TR 2 that specifies this parameter. That is,
if (any "inequalities" exist on the parameter-relations)

then generalize the inequalities to conditional inequalities;
(4) Propagate this generalization to other dependent parameters and transitions,

and then repeat step (3) until all the context is generalized.
(5) Store the generalized model from El and E2.
end.

Figure 5: A model-based method for generalizing over parameter transformation

that achieve the function "allow heat- are generalized to the abstract component pipe

achieving the same function, which i- prototypical of a heat exchanger.

IDEAL's knowledge of componc.., - that H2SO4-pipe and HNO3-pipe belong to the class

of pipes helps in doing this generaliz/t ion. Also, the parametric relations in Figure 7 cover

both possibilities, that is, increase and decrease in the substance temperature, unlike those

in the behavior of either SAC or NAC alone. This is essential to describing the behavior

of a heat exchanger. Further, the generalizations are propagated to the behaviors of those

substances on which the transitions depend, which is indicated by UNDER-CONDITION-

TRANSITION in the Figures 3(b) & 4(b). That is, in step 4 of the method (Figure 5),

for instance, the generalizations performed on the behavior segment (say, "heat water" of

sulfuric acid cooler) are propagated to the dependent transition (i.e., "cool acid" of sulfuric

acid cooler) which results in the generalized segment "cool substance" shown in Figure 7.

The application of the method show.n in Figure 6 to the result of applying the first

Ii



Input: * El, the new design experience or newly generalized experience.
e E-2, a design experience (perhaps generalized before) found to be similar to El,

if any, under the same node in memory.
Output: 9 Generalized model from (siad £2).
Procedure:
if (function of E, is substance-location-transformation)

then
begin
(1) Get transitions, TRI and TR2 , corresponding to the location in Eland E2 respectively.
(2) Compare the causal context that involves location in TRI and TR 2.

if (causal context is similar in TRI and TR2 )
then generalize/va.-iablize locations;
else generalize over the associated structural elements;

(3) Modify other context that involves locations and associated structural information. That is,
if (any structural conditions exist in TRI and TR2 and they are similar)

then remove the structural rouditions;
else check for similarity at a more abstract level of components involved;

(4) Propagate this generalization to other dependent parameters and transitions,
and then repeat step (3) until all the context is generalized.

(5) Store the generalized model from El and £2.
end.

Figure 6: A model-based method for generalizing over location transformation

method, that is, to the model of the heat exchanger, leads to the formation of an even

further generalized model as shown in Figure 8. This is the generic principle that we call

the zeroth law of thermodynamics. This model is also a description, although partial, of

the process "heat flow" because the process of heat flow is the behavior that the zeroth

law of thermodynamics epitomizes? However, the system, conforming to the classical "term

problem" in learning, does not realize that this is the zeroth law of thermodynamics nor does

it realize that this is a partial description of the process "heat flow," but rather considers

it simply as an abstract model possibly applicable to a wider class of devices. Again, note

that the structural information in the behavior of heat exchanger is further generalized in

the zeroth law of thermodynamics. For instance, the component pipe that achieves the

function "allow heat" is generalized to an abstract component connictor achieving the

same function.
3A complete description should also indicate that heat continues to flow from a hot body to a cold body

only until an equilibrium temperature is reached.
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Figure 7: Behavior of a Heat Exchanger generalized from SAC and NAC

In addition to the result of generalization over structure, the generalized parametric

relations in Figure 8 that cover both increase and decrease in the substance temperature

are also crucial to representing the zeroth law of thermodynamics. These relations are

represented as conditions on substance properties indicated by the annotation UNDER-

CONDITION-SUBSTANCE in Figure 8 because the structural conditions (in Figure 7) are

removed by the application of step 3 in Figure 6. Again, step 4 in the method shown in

Figure 6 leads to the propagation of generalizations performed in one behavioral segment to

the dependent ones.

4.1 Learning Indices to Hypothesized Models

When a piece of knowledge is learned, its usefulness relies on the ability to also learn the

appropriate conditions under which it might be used. In other words, learning a piece of

knowledge inevitably involves learning its indices. So, when the models of the heat exchanger
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Figure 8: The Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics

and the zeroth law of thermodynamics are hypothesized, one subtask is to learn their indices.

Since these models are learned in the context of analogical design and are intended for the

design task, like design cases, they could also be indexed by different types of indices-

functional and structural.

Storing the hypothesized models in a hierarchically organized memory implies two dis-

tinct issues in index learning: learning the indexing vocabulary and learning the right level

of generalization [Bhatta and Goel, 1992]. Deciding on the indexing vocabulary generally

requires some notion of what is important about the new knowledge and the task for which

it is likely to be reused. The level of generalization depends in part on the knowledge already

stored in memory and the inductive biases that can be generated at storage time.

We have earlier shown how the SBF model of a design, together with a specification of

the task for which the design case might be reused, provides the vocabulary for indexing

the design case in memory [Bhatta and Goel, 1992] . Further, we have also shown how the

model-based method, together with similarity-based learning (using earlier design cases in

14



memory) helps to determine the level of index generalization. Insofar as the same types of

indices are used for storing the models of heat exchangers and the models of the zeroth law

of thermodynamics, the same methods as presented in [Bhatta and Goel, 1992] apply to the

task of learning indices to the hypothesized models. The only difference is that the indices

for these models will be more general than those for design cases. Hence these models will

be stored at a more general level in a hierarchical organization of memory. However, space

constraints do not permit us to describe these methods here.

5 Evaluation

The proposed model-based method can be evaluated for different things: (i) Computational

Efficiency; (ii) Domain Generality; and (iii) Performance Task.

Computational Efficiency: The issue here is whether IDEAL requires a number of exam-

ples in order to learn a target concept such as the zeroth law of thermodynamics. Due to the

constraints that SBF models provide on the generalization process, IDEAL does not require

more than a few (e.g., 3-4) examples for learning the zeroth law of thermodynamics. From

the examples illustrated in this paper, it is clear that IDEAL required only two examples for

learning a reasonably complete description of the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

Domain Generality: The question here is whether the proposed methods are applicable

in different domains? Currently, they have been tested only in the domain of heat exchangers:

that is, for learning the model of a heat exchanger and the zeroth law of thermodynamics.

However, from our experience with other tasks for which SBF models have been used, such

as case-based design [Goel, 1989; Goel, 1991a; Goel, 1991b] and index learning by model-

based generalization [Bhatta and Goel, 1992; Bhatta and Goel, 1993], in different domains, it

appears that the proposed method is also applicable in other domains of physical devices such

as electric circuits (i.e., for instance, in learning Ohm's law). This is because the main power

of the method comes from the representational framework that the SBF models provide.
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Performance Task: The question here is whether model-based learning of principles or

processes affect some performance task. The motivation is that a target concept is best

learned if dove in the context of a performance task in which it gets used. We consider

two related but different performance tasks, namely, device redesign and design of physical

devices by analogy in which learned principles are useful.

(i) Device Redesign: The device redesign task takes as input a failed design and the feed-

back from the environment in which the device operates, and gives as output a new modified

design. The physical principles learned by IDEAL such as the zeroth law of thermodynamics

are useful in device redesign. For instance, Prabhakar and Goel [1992] have described how

the zeroth law of thermodynamics (s'imilar to the representation learned by IDEAL) is useful

in redesigning a failed coffee maker. Device redesign task in their work involves four subtasks:

formation of causal explanations of failures, discovery of new design constraints, formulation

of internal behaviors that accommodate the modified constraints, and redesign of the device

structure for realizing the modified internal behaviors. In particular, they describe how the

zeroth law of thermodynamics is useful in the formation of causal explanations of why the

device failed.

Consider, for instance, the design of a simple coffee maker whose structure is shown in

Figure 9(a) in two states ((i)beforem.id (ii) after coffee decoction is formed in Container-2).

Its function of making coffee is to produce coffee decoction in Container-2, given hot water

and coffee powder in Container-1. This design satisfies the function desired of the coffee

maker, but its behavior is suboptimal. That is, there are two problems: (i) coffee decoction

formed in Containor-2 is only lukewarm, and (ii) it does not stay warm in Container-2.

The first subtask in redesigning this coffee maker is to form a causal explanation for the

failure. One way to accomplish this task is by instantiating an abstract principle, such as

the zeroth law of thermodynamics, in the context of the current design and its environment.

The zeroth law of thermodynamics can be accessed by using an abstraction of the failure

in the coffee maker (which is "loss of heat to the environment") as a probe into memory.

Instantiating the law in the context of the design of coffee maker results in the SBF model

for the failure behavior of coffee maker as shown in Figure 9(b). This helps in formulat-
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warm (see [Prabhakar and Goel, 1992) for details).

(ii) Analogical Design: The hypothesized abstract models, that is, the models of the

heat exchanger and the zeroth law of thermodynamics, can also be tested by using them for

design by analogy. In cross-domain analogical transfer, the applicability of a source analog

to a target problem is often due to sharing of some high-level (abstract) principles governing

both the source and th• target domains. In IDEAL, we are currently exploring the role of

prototypical devices and physical principles in cross-domain transfer. Transfer in this scheme

invoives accessing the abstractions associated with a source analog and then instantiating

them in the target domain rather than directly mapping source-specific substructures onto

the target problem. We call this method model-based analogy. (See [Bhatta, 1992] for

details). The models of physical principles and processes are more abstract than the models

of prototypical devices. Hence, physical principles and processes are applicable to a wider

class of design problems and thus they facilitate analogical transfer between distant domains.
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6 Related Work

Learning Task: Our work is similar to JULIANA [Shinn, 1989] and ASIS [Roverso et al.,

1992] in learning abstractions from specific cases. But our learning task is different in the

type of abstractions learned: JULIANA forms abstract cases and ASIS forms abstractions of

structural models of specific situations while IDEAL discovers models of prototypical devices.

physical principles, and processes.

Explanations in Learning: The proposal that learning from experience is facilitated by

explanations of specific experiences dates at least as far back as Winston [1980]. Winston's

model assumed knowledge of "what" is the concept being learned and relied on information

concerning whether an example is a positive instance or negative instance of the concept.

Our approach is similar to Winston's later models 11982; 1986] that show that learning can

be done by analogically transferring causal links in the explanation of an example to the

target concept.

Our approach is also similar to explanation-based learning (EBL) [DeJong and Mooney.

1986; Mitchell et al., 1986] in using explanations (SBF models) to constrain the learning of
"concepts." However, most EBL systems assume some knowledge of the target concept a

priori: our model-based approach at tempts to discover them.

Also, our model-based approach differs from EBL in the kind of explanations it uses.

First, while the explanations in EBL are purely causal, the explanations in SBF models are

functional in nature, i.e., they not only provide a causal account, they also 3how how causal

processes result in the achievement of specific functions. Second, the explanations in EBL

specify how an example is an instance of a target concept while SBF models -re expl&na-

tions of the functioning of devices. Besides, models also provide functional and structural

decomposition knowledge for the devices that is useful in constraining the generalization

process. Third, the explanations in EBL are constructed at run-time from domain specific

rules whereas SBF models are formed by revising old models as part of the problem solving.

Fourth, SBF models are grounded in a well-defined component-substance ontology.

Integration of Learning Methods: In addition, our work integrates the model-based
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approach with similarity-based methods for learning abstractions. In this respect, our work

is similar to Pazzani's OCCAM (1991] which integrates similarity-based learning, EBL, and

theory-driven learning (TDL) for learning of concepts.

Learning by Discovery: Our approach can be compared to work in scientific discov-

ery such as BACON [Langley et al., 1987], FAHRENHEIT [Zytkow, 1987], and ABACUS

[Falkenhainer and Michalski, 1986]. These systems require a large amount of data because

they use inductive approaches to discover regularities and form laws. In contrast, IDEAL is

designed to incrementally discover physical principles using models to guide the discovery

process. Hence, we expect IDEAL to require fewer examples for discovering useful princi-

ples. Most of the above systems use predesigned experiments to test their hypotheses. On

the other hand. ur approach takes a different stance on experimentation-it views problem

solving using hypothesized "concepts" as testing the hypotheses. Thus hypothesis testing is

not planned but rather is a consequence of solving design problems in the real world.

7 Conclusions

The models of specific devices (SBF models) provide both the content and the constraints

for learning the models of physical principles (BF models) by incremental generalization over

design experiences. In particular, we showed that the function of a device determines what

to generalize from its SBF model, the SBF model suggests how far to generalize, and the

typology of functions indicates what method to use for generalization.

Without the constraints from models (or similar knowledge) the method of induction for

generalization can be potentially very complex. So the moral is that the existing machine

learning techniques can be adapted for learning design knowledge, btit they may need to

be constrained by deep knowledge such as models in order to circumvent the complexity

problem. Furthermore, most existing machine learning techniques have been developed in

isolation of a performance task, but we believe that the acquisition of knowledge cannot be

separated from the problem-solving tasks in which the learned knowledge might be used.

Finally, we believe that the issue of learning abstract models such as the models of

physical principles and processes that facilitate cross-domain analogical design provides a
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great potential for machine learning in design because cross-domain analogies often play a

crucial role in non-routine design.
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Abstract latter issue in the context of the design of physical
Humans appear to often solve problems in a new devices such as electric circuits and heat exchang-
domain by transferring their expertise from a ers Our goal is to build a computational miodel
more familiar domain. However. making such that can account for these phenomena and "USO It
cross-domain analogies is hard and often requires to generate testable predictions about designers"
abstractions common to the source and target do- behavior.
mains. Recent work in case-based design suggests Goel (1989) has proposed models of generic
that generic mechanisms are one type of abstrac- teleological mechanisms (GTMs), such as cascal-
tions used by designers. However. one important ing. feedback. and feedforward. as one type of ab-
yet unexplored issue is where these generic inech- stract knowledge that designers use in case-based
anisms come front. We hypothesize that they are design. C;TMs take as input the functions of a
acquired incrementally from problem-solving 'x- desired design and a known design, and sugest
periences in familiar domains by generalization patterned modifications to the structure of the
over patterns of regularity. Three important is- known design that would result in the desired de-
sues in generalization front experiences are what sign. Stroulia and Goel (1992) have shown that
to teneralize front an experience, how far to gen- TNMs indeed are useful in non-routine adaptive
erai ze. and what methods to use. In this paper. design. But one important yet unexplored issue
we show that mental models in a familiar do- is how these GTMs are acquired. Our hypothe-
miain provide the content. and togther with the sis is that they are acquired incrementally frotu
problem-solving context in which learning wccurs. problem-solving experiences in familiar domaIns
also provide the constraints for learning generic by generalization over patterns of regularity. For
mechanisms from design experiences. In par- instance, a designer may acquire from examples
ticular. we show how the model-based ,.arning in the domain of electric circuits a model of cas-
method integrated with similarity-bas•.• *..irning cading. and when and how to cascade a number
addresses the issues in generalization tr.., ,-xpe- of similar components together (i.e.. to connect
riences. multip I components to amplify the overall deliv-

ered function). The designer can then use that
Introduction model for designing in a different domain such as

Analogy is often believed to play ati impor- the domain of heat exchangers.
tant role in reasoning underlying ita,,vation Generalization from experiences raises three
and creativity. Analogies can be of different important issues. First is the issue of relevance.
types: within-problem, cross-problem but within- that is. the issue of deciding what to generalize
domain, and cross-domain. We are inte.rested from an experience. We represent in design expe-
in studying cross-domain analogies. Psycholog- riences a designer's comprehension of how devices
ical research shows that humans use abstractions work (i.e.. how the structure of a design results
in making cros-domain analogies (e.g.. Gick & in its output behaviors). We represent this com-
Holyoak. 1983: Catrambone & Holyoak. 1989). prehension as structure-behavior-function (SBF)
Some of the issues of interest then are how rea- models and represent the models of GTMs as
toning is mediated by the abstractions (shared behavior-function (BF) models. We propose that
between the source and target domains) and how the problem-solving context in which learning oc-
those abstractions are learned. We explore the curs together with the hieratchical organization of

the SBF model of the device help determine what
"*This work has been supported by research grants to generalize from the model. Further. the SBF

from ONR (contract N00014-92-J-1234). NSF (grant models lead to a typology of behavioral patterns
C36-688). Northern Telecom. Georgia Tech Research over which the generalization process can result
Corporation. and a CER grant from NSF (grant in learning GTMs. Second, how far a chosen as-
CCR.86-19886), and equipment grants and donations pect of the device can be generalized. We show
from IBM. Symbolics, &ad NCR. that the similarities in the SBF models of the cur-

,--:".# In the Proceedings of the Fifteenth Annual Conference of the Cognitive Science
Society. Boulder. CO. June 18-21, 1993.



rent design and related designs in a rase memory
can help determine how far to generalize. Third.
what methods can be used fot generalization. We
show that a tyrpology of the patterns of regular- T

ity in SBF models can help to determine what
Atrategy to use.

Tit. svstent IDEAL' implements the proposed miebA SIl

learning methlod. WOe evaluate the learning .~ ..- me.......... ..............................
met hod by .Im.wiam4 how the (;T~s learned in.......
one doinain can faciliatae designing in another do. S.OCTIN----.

I vow-
The Learning TaskLO

The Problem-Solving Context: IDEAL takes Ins fI z

as Input a specification of the functional and
structural constraints on a desired design. and STAUW an F so wAkh
gives &* out put a st ructure t hat realizes t he spec-
ified function and satisfies the structural con- OV416S4AVRO: 11 ~
strstints: it also gives an SB model that explains = G
how the structure realizes that function. A deqign f uNR-0IG G f114

case in IDEAL specifies (i) the functions delivered
by the stored domign Iii) the structure of the de--_________________

sin. and (iii) a p. .rer to the causal behaviorsO ame o -s o .

0fthe design (the SBF model). IDEAL indexes Ell aua 0 o W ~-0 .5V
its design cases both by functions that the stored a bWSU6I1sis
designs deliver and by the structural constraints wus~enuAu. iLiMe~
they satisfy.

IDEAL's learning task takes as Input a de- uumonssv
sign experience and forms the BF model of a .. a 1Uhbmw1r41-,is
GTNI. The input knowledge structure for the gbhW ru m - ;- mnsw al
learning task is the case-specific SBF model of the
given design experience and the output knowl-Meov
edg structure is the case-independent BF model ~ 16w"
of gap (TM. The learned GTM is -such t hat it is ___

an abstraction over certain patterns of reg~ularity -_
(explained later) observed in the structuare and Ga Mtu
behavior of the given SBF model and tht. maodel I Moama:______ti
of the most similar experience in case ni-niorv. I

Case-Specific SBF Modelsa oiy ooe* uaf 60ms
lDEAL~s models of specific devices are repre- s
sented in the form of structure-behavior-ftinct ion
(SBF) models. These models are based on a to) Usmwwsaumia,-"k UsI of01.5
cornponent-sub.slance itafology (Bylander. 1991). ___________

In this ontology, the structure of a dev ice is
viewed as constituted of comtponenats and sub-
stances. Substances have locatios. in reference . me: To
to the components in the device. They also have gim:ws
beharsoral properties. such as voltage of elccdric-
sty. and correpondin; perresneera. such as 1. 5 uusnawwnuli ~Iu ammem PUM 4 son
rolls. -1 rolls, etc. This ontolog gives rise to a
behavioral representation languaige (Goel. 1989)
for describing the SBF model of a design that
is a gnrlization on functional representation URI"
scheme (Sembu amoorthy & Chandrasekaran. I 1.. svem
1988: Chandrasekaran. Goel. &- Iwasaki. 1993).
The constituents of the SBF model are described onsfeg .. rg, 0is 1.s we~ go"mm
below. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Structure: The structure of a design is ex- .

pressed in terms of its constituent components dfUpLAI610bONGS

and substances and the interactions between

'IDEAL stands for Integrated 'DEsign by Anal- Fi~ure 1: Design of A 1.5-volt Electric Cir-
ogy and Leatrning." cult (EC1.5)
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them. Figure 1(a) shows the structure of a an" . .
1.5-volt electric cirsuit (ECI.5) schemat-
ically.
ftnactioua: A function is represented as a schema [
that spifies the behavioral state the function
takes as input, the behavioral state it gives as out-
put. and a pointer to the internal causal behav- ,
ior of the design that achieves the function. Fig- ,
ure INh) shows the function -Produce Light" of
EC1.5. Both the input state and the output state ,,
are rel;resented as -sbstance sche mas. The input
state specifies that electricity at location Bat- ,4M : ,. ,
tery in the topography of the device (Figure I(a))
has the property voltag, and the corrsponding - ,-
parameter 1.5 volts. The output state speci- M:. _
ties the property intensity and the correspond- ......
ing parameter 6 lumeas of a different substance.
light, at location Bulb. In addition, the slot b6-
6ehartor acts as an index into the causal behavior
that achieves the function of producing light.
Behavior: The internal causal behaviors of a de-
vice are viewed as sequences of state transitons swami ,igo.s w,,.,oi.
between beharaoral states. The annotations on
the state transitions express the causal. siruc-
taral. and fsunctioal context in which the trans-
formation of state variables, such as substance.
location. properties. and parameters, can occur.
Figure 1(c) shows the causal behavior that ex-
plains how electricity in Battery is transformedIm
into light in Bulb. State2 is the preceding state of 0 11101A
0r""0" 2 -3 and state3 is its succeeding state. 91 4 %
Statel describes the state of electricity at loca- , utm . 6IVEa.%..

tion Battery and so does state2 at location Bulb.
.%;tate3 however describes the state of light ;t loca- Uss.
tion Bulb. The annotation USING-FUNCTION
in transitian;._j indicates that the transition oc- Fimure 2: S F Model ofthe Cascading Mech
curs due to the primitive function "create light" ansm
of Bulb.

The causal behaviors can be specified at dif- tion (i.e.. the replication should be unctionaIll
ferent levels of detail. For instance. stat, is an additie). More precisely, the condition is that
aggregation of a sequence of several states and the smaller parametric transformation delivered
state transitions at a different level as shown in by each replicated device should sum up to pro-
Figure I(d). vide the desired larger transformation.

The BF model representation of a GTM en-
Case-Independent BF Modeb capsulates two types of knowledge: knowledge

about the difference between the functions of a
Ceeric Teleo Mechanisms (GTMs) are one known design and a desired design that the GTM
type of knowledge that designers use in adaptive can help reduce; and knowledge about modifi-
design, that is, in modifying an old design by in- cations to the internal causal behaviors of the
sertion of specific patterns of components (or sub- known design that are necessary to reduce this
structures) (Stroula & Goel, 1992). Examples difference. For example, Figures 2(a) & 2(b) re-
of GTMs are cascading, feedback, and feedfor- spectively show these two types of knowledge for
ward. GTMs are telolofgw. because they result the cascading mechanism. The model of cascad-
in specific functions and are generic because they ing indicates that a behavior can be replicated as
are caw independent. For example, the cascad- much as possible to achieve a desired function and
ing mechanism takes as input the desired function finally a goal be formed to find a component that
and the function (with a lesser range) delivered by can deliver the residual function. This additional
an available device, and suggests a structural pat- component is needed when the desired function
tern (i.e., the replication) I the available device is not an integral multiple of the function of each
that delivers the desired function. Further. the replicated device.
cascading mechanism can be instantiated in any
specific device that satisies its applicability con-
ditions. For instance, one applicability condition The Learning Method
is that the functions delivered by each replicated Suppose. for instance, ID&AL's case memory has
device should add up to give the desired func- the design of ECI.5 shown in Figure 1. Let us
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SWU sm"gaw" sus ments. it learns the cascading mechanism.n We
1P - : III now focus on the learning of the cascading

TI r- t.,'a v is T4 mechanism.
The learning method is model-based in that

the SBF models of the design cases provide the
content for generalizing over the patterns of regu-

(aI) 3W isSeCkm cttr larity in the device structure and device behavior
.... ..... ... .. .-..... ..... .. ... The representation vocabulary of the SBF mod-

Now: TMe belmoomPropdue gi." .t C as els further leads to several classes of regularity. aism 0 #1mWor to WN aM ,.S

tOur M I -vsm of few of which that are relevant to learning cascad-
W.-M e s. sot ing mechanism are: (i) repetition of behavioral

"Onlive 3 W of•- asM V .segments. that is. a sequence of state-tral|sitions
shown in .ft........repeats several (say. n) times in the overall device

behavior: since a behavior typically corresponds
"CTRICMto a structural part (i.e.. a component). the ror-

Me: O vin s 
responding structural reTularity is the repetition
of the structural part- (ii) repetition of a range

F4 uNcrIp mammary of MeOMMY of input-output transformation, that is. the same
__._._amount of parameter transformation repeats sev-

Ieral (say. a) times in the device behavior. The
I mi Itwo variables of interest for generalization then

Wass: 1.s Vlts are the range of transformation (r) and number
uminwakrow um PU mP B. usme of repetitions of same structure (a). Given the

task of learning from two design cases and that
"'.c"mcn there are two variables, four different situations

W ie:' are possible as shown in Table 1. In this paper
VeNOW: &0 ron we will focus on situation 2 only.

The learning method first traverses each fo-
(a inh"mIN lwr 3 a~s of lURMY cused behavior in the given two designs to notice

Figure 3: Design of A 3-volt Electric Circuit the above types of regularities. it. particular. to

(EC3) identify the values for a and r. Then it com-
pares the values for the two variables in both the
designs and generalizes over them if any similar-

now consider the scenario where IDEAL is pre- ity exists. The first step of the learning method
sented with a problem of designing a 3-voh eltc- can be facilitated by indexing from the compo-
tric circuit (EC3) that delivers the function "'pro- nent into the behavioral segments in which some
duce light of intensity 12 lumens in the hblb when function of the component plays a role.
the switch is closed, given that there is el,.,ctricity In the above problem-solving scenario, the
with a voltage of 3 volts in the battery" ad sat is- problem-solving context indicates that the behav-
fies the structural constraint -the design ,'annot ioral segments to focus on for learning are those
have a single 3-volt battery." IDEAL retrieves that correspond to the function of Battery in
the design case ECI.5 because the given func- the two designs. ECI.5 and EC3. Applying the
tional specification is similar to the function of above learning method, it is easy to identify that
EC1.5. However. IDEAL may know only how to the learning situation here is 2 shown in Table I.
replace a component in a past design to solve the Generalizing over the number of repetitions and
current problem. The component-replacement variablizing the range of parameter transforma-
plan specifies how to replace the component that tion. IDEAL hypothesizes a GTM that would help
is responsible for the functional difference by a in a problem-solving context similar to the cur-
new component that reduces the functional dif- rent one. The model of the learned (more pre-
ference and thus enables the overall device to de- cisely, hypothesi:ed) cascading mechanism and its
liver the desired function. In such- es. IDEAL index are shown in Figure 2 (representation-4.
fails to solve the current proble .4e to the (a) and the shaded region of (b)), the functitas
structural constraint specified. Then, if an or- difference that the cascading mechanism redutes
acle presents the correct solution that both de- is the index for the mechanism. 2

livers the desired function and satisfies the struc- IDEAL can revise the hypothesized model into
tural constraint (the schematic of the structure of a more complete one when it solves a new de-
the new device is shown in Figure 3(a)). IDEAL sign problem whose solution has a structural pat-
learns how the new device behaves (a segment is tern that is an instance of the complete cascading
shown in Figure 3(b)) by revising the behavior mechanism. Thus acquiring a complete model of
of EC 1.5. This problem-solving context enables the cascading mechanism may involve solving a
IDEAL to focus on the substructure that delivers number of design problems incrementally.
the required voltage for comparing with the corre-
sponding substructure in the old case ECI.5. By 3A new piece of knowledge learned is futile un-
generalizing over the structural pattern (in this less its applicability conditions (or indices as we call
substructure) and the corresponding behavioral them) are also learned.



Table 1: Situations of Regularity Between
Similar Components in Two Designs

f~'tuao j Ran - of Input-Output Number of Repetitions What can be Learned?
Transformation in both in both designs. a

__________ leti s. r

I.equial equal None due to lack of variauion.
2. equal not equal Generatization over n.

I____ I__________________ (e.g.. the cascading mnechanism)
.1. not equal equal Generalization over r.

_______ ______________ _______________(e.g.. prototypical device modelsi
4. not ftlual not eqlual None due to lack of regularity.

Evaluation i

One inte hod for evaluating the le-arning is to show
how the learned mechanismis can affect IDEAL's
Fperfornmance task of designing physical devices.
in particular. does it enable IDEAL to transferIr

design knowledge from one domain (say. olectric
circuits) to another domain (say. heat ex hang-
ers)?

We have tested IDEAL with several designs
from the domnain of electric circuits and heat ex-
changers. In one experiment, we gave IDEAL de- ( ltSMCW 00

signs of electric circuits such as those illustrated__________________
in this paper. IDEAL learned the mechanism of
cascading. indexed it by the applicability condi--JL
tions of the mechanism. and stored it in its mem- L
ory. Then we gave IDEAL a design problem in -MIM--- So
the domain of heat exchangers. This problem. T_
relative to IDEAL~s knowledge. was such th~at in
order to solve it IDEAL woujd need to .'. 'ke the ~..
cascading mechanism. We observed that IDEAL
noticed the difference between the de-ir. -I funtc- ww
tion and the fuinction of an available I-. % we It ~wm~..
then used thfe functional difference as a l~r !.- into
its memory, retrieved the cascading nh* -, 111i5m.
and solvedthe new problem by instant i-tt it the"MTW iN o
retrieved mechanism. More specifically. I 4tire 4 i,(OT
illustrates how IDEAL instantiated the caL...akding Figure 4: Designs of Nitric Acid Cooler
mechanism learned from the two designs I.5
and EC3. in t he water pumps in designing a n it ric IELeovsfo RTK Srui la.
acid cooler that provides a higher range of cooling 1992 vo)s.fo RII2(Sruiac..
(i.e.. TI-T 2'). (Stroulia & Goel, 199) provides 19) ak e opttoa oeso
more details of the adaptation prces v An hav:ew copttoaddese laden of

Together, these experiments indicate the util- analogica reasoning hvadrsedlaningo
ity and effectiveness of our model-based met hod high-level abstractions. Birnbaum and Collins
for learning GTMs: the SBF models enable learn- (1988) discuss the need for acquisition of ab-
ing of . al in one domain and the learned BF stract strategies that enable transfer of expertise

mdlofGT~ sfcltt eipn naohr from one domain to another. Their work uses

We are currently testing IDEAL with design prob- fxlaalrediven-b learning of L abtatsrteghiqes for
lems from other domains such as reaction wheel alr-ivntmngoabrctsaeisfr
assemblies, and for other mechanisms such as game playing (e.g., chess). GTMs in our work are
feedback and feedforward. similar to their a~bstract strategies in that GTMs

also act as abstract plans for solving design-
Relate Workadaptation problems. However, Birnbaumn and
RelatedWork Collinsa view the abstract strategies to be useful

This work on IDEAL evolves from our earlier work only in accessing a relevant experience, that is.
on KRITIK (Goel. 1989). IDEAL's component- they view case to be indexed by these abstract
substance ontology, SBF models. and behavioral concepts. In contrast. in our theory, abstract
representation language all are borrowed from models are useful in both the access and trans-
KRITIK. The problem-solving component of fer stages of analogical reasoning. Moreover, in
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